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ABSTRACT 

ABDELRAZEQ, HANEEN W., Doctorate : June : [2023], 

Doctorate of Philosophy in Chemical Engineering  

Title: OPTIMIZING PILOT-SCALE PERFORMANCE OF SUPERHYDROPHOBIC 

MEMBRANES BY DIRECT-CONTACT MEMBRANE DISTILLATION. 

Supervisor of Dissertation: MAJEDA, KHRAISHEH. 

 

Membrane technology is a promising approach that offers effective solutions for 

treating saline wastewater, not only to meet the discharge standard, but also to offer the 

opportunities for water reuse. This study highlights the unique features and limitations of 

membrane processes for treating saline wastewater and identifies the existing research gaps 

areas for improvement in produced water treatment based on related literature in direct 

contact membrane distillation (DCMD). This research is aligned with the latest innovative 

wastewater technologies and play a significant role in investigating the impact of synthetic 

brine on electropsun polystyrene and commercial polyethylene membranes using a bench-

scale set-up, a high-tech DCMD pilot module, as well as optimization and numerical 

predictions using Python. The effect of varying brine concentrations on the desalination 

performance, the energetic performance and the long-term impact of membrane fouling 

provides insights that are difficult to achieve through conventional bench-scale systems. 

Based on experimental results, an optimized iterative method was used to reduce the error 

between the estimated and actual surface membrane temperature to predict the temperature 

accurately in each experiment. The research findings highlight the effect of porosity on the 

efficiency of the pilot unit with emphasis on thermal and evaporation efficiency.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background  

Produced water (PW) in Qatar associated with the oil and gas exploitation is 

estimated at about 490 million m3, which is more than half the annual demand of fresh 

water coming from desalination plants. This fact provides a good opportunity to using 

treated process water and produced water for industrial and agricultural activities. Treated 

water can be used for non-human usage including farm irrigation, Landscaping, 

construction field, road works and flashing for salinity [1]. Water produced in the oil and 

gas industry is the largest waste stream in the current era due to the growing demand for 

petroleum and by-products and the need for more extraction [2]. This type of wastewater 

includes a mixture of both organic and inorganic materials which their physical properties 

vary based on location, geologic structures, extraction procedures, and the fluid used for 

hydraulic fracturing [3]. Besides, a massive amount of  PW is salty water brought up along 

with oil or gas, since they are trapped inside oil wells rock [4–10]. However, any necessary 

purification process may encounter many barriers including the costs of treatment methods 

or risky procedures/materials for the environment [11].  

Based on the fact that water desalination technologies is in great demand in the Middle 

East, statistics have shown water production capacities of 38.8 million cubic meter per day 

[12,13]. Desalination has become a necessary part of the global resolutions that tackles the 

issue of water scarcity [14]. Studies have shown that there is a growing demand for the 

purification of high-level concentrations of wastewater (saline brine), especially that which 

is generated from existing desalination plants and to reduce its harmful environmental 

consequences to the minimum [15] [16]. Brine is usually disposed of as a waste product 
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without proper pre-treatment protocols. However, taking into consideration the massive 

amounts of wastewater generated from the oil and gas industries, the focus on mature and 

fully developed innovative membrane technologies must be fully considered in terms of 

desalination performance with emphasis on energy efficiency.  

Over the past decade, over 650 research publications were made on DCMD for use 

in desalination applications. Figure 1 illustrates the total number of research publications 

specifically focusing on either wastewater or produced water treatment using DCMD 

technologies over the last ten years. It is evident that there has been a substantial growth in 

the number of publications. This growth can be attributed to increased water-driven 

research activities around the world.  

 

Figure 1. Growth of research publications in DCMD technologies for use in either 

produced water treatment or desalination applications over the last 10 years (Data taken 

from Scopus database, accessed on 15-Mar-2023). 
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1.2 Objectives  

In industrial scale desalination systems, The DCMD process works on the basis of 

utilizing abundant waste heat from other industrial processes. This leads to the creation of 

low-cost and highly efficient desalination processes. Nevertheless, deep knowledge 

regarding large-scale performance of fabricated hydrophobic membranes was rarely 

reported in literature. From this point arises the significance of this study; focusing on a 

larger-scale approach to obtain optimal performance for desalinating synthetic brine; 

mimicking real industrial produced water.  

In parallel to the unique MD approach applied via the direct contact membrane 

distillation bench system, this work also delivered an innovative approach to applying 

direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) on a larger scale. This procedure is highly 

beneficial in terms of examining the fouling and wettability behavior of the fabricated 

membranes and obtaining more efficient data in higher running process desalination times 

in compared with available commercial ones. Hence, the following objectives were 

addressed throughout this study: 

1. Design and synthesize electrospun polystyrene membranes with controlled 

morphology and optimized properties to enhance the DCMD performance. 

2. Evaluate the desalination performance of synthesized membranes in a DCMD bench-

scale system by measuring the permeate flux, salt rejection rate, and energy 

consumption, and compare the results to industry standards to assess their commercial 

viability. 

3. Optimize the permeate flux of synthesized membranes in a pilot-scale DCMD system 

by varying the feedwater quality and duration of tests and characterizing the effect of 
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these parameters on the permeate flux and energy consumption of the system while 

maintaining a stable system performance. 

4. Enhance the process efficiency by controlling wettability and fouling of membranes. 

5. Developing a computational model using Python software that can accurately predict 

and optimize the permeate flux considering the experimental DCMD operating 

conditions. 

6. Investigate the effect of porosity on mass and heat transfer properties of polystyrene 

membranes using mathematical modelling. 

7. Optimize the surface membrane temperatures of the hot and cold stream in DCMD to 

achieve optimum flux and desirable energy efficiencies.   

8. Perform a detailed energy analysis of the pilot-scale DCMD system and identify the 

key factors that affect its performance and viability. 

1.3 Methodological approach 

The accomplished milestones of this study have been divided into 6 different work 

packages as per the following: 

WP1. Background and Literature Review. 

T1: Collecting research articles. 

T2: Reading and examining research articles. 

T3: Writing a literature survey.  

WP2. Synthesis of electropsun polystyrene membranes for DCMD applications. 

T1: Preparation of polymer solution for membrane synthesis process. 

T2: Optimization of electropsun parameters. 

T3: Characterization of membranes before DCMD testing. 
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WP3. Test the desalination performance of membranes in DCMD bench-scale system. 

T1: Preparation of synthetic brine. 

T2: Optimize flux and wettability of membranes by changing DCMD process 

conditions. 

T3: Characterization of membranes after DCMD testing. 

WP4. Pilot-scale optimization of permeate flux in DCMD. 

 T1: Investigate effect of varying brine concentrations on fouling behavior of 

membrane at long processing hours. 

T2: Conduct fouling tests for flux enhancement. 

T3: Examine the membrane properties including the wettability and surface 

characterizations after DCMD tests. 

WP5. Study the effect of porosity on mass and heat transfer properties using 

mathematical modelling. 

T1: Study the effect of porosity change of electropsun membranes on the permeate flux. 

T2: Optimize surface membrane temperatures from both hot and cold sides of the 

membrane to maximize the obtained theoretical flux. 

T3: comparative analysis between experimental flux with respect to theoretical and 

prediction-based fluxes.  

WP6. Conduct comprehensive analysis of energy performance at pilot-scale. 

T1: Estimate specific energy consumption (SEC) utilizing the calculated values of 

specific thermal energy consumption (STEC) and specific electrical energy 

consumption (SEEC) for the whole duration of the DCMD test. 

T2: Statistically correlate flux with salt rejection, contact angle, and SEC consumption. 
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1.4 Research gap and contribution 

Membrane-based separation systems have become of greater demand in water 

purification processes due to their simplicity of use and reasonable design costs. Membrane 

distillation (MD) is a well-known non-isothermal membrane separation process that 

utilizes the difference in vapor pressure, as the driving force, in generating purified 

permeate of improved quality. The performance of Direct Contact Membrane Distillation 

(DCMD) systems greatly assists in incorporating the low-cost desalination of wastewater 

in industrial desalination plants using abundant waste heat from other industrial processes 

[17][18].   

There have been recent investigations on the operating process parameters in MD 

for seawater desalination and wastewater treatment distillation for the treatment of highly 

saline brine (i.e. feedwater) using electrospun membranes [19–24]. Yet, the use of brine 

from Qatari desalination plants in DCMD was rarely reported in literature. In fact, based 

on literature, only 2% of the research groups (12 articles) utilizing real or synthetically 

prepared produced water (i.e. brine) comparable to Qatari desalination plants in DCMD 

were reported. In the GCC region, four studies worked on synthesizing polystyrene 

membranes [25–28] from which only one has employed these fabricated PS membranes 

for the treatment of synthetic brine [25].  

Out of the total number of similar research studies found in the literature, only a 

few papers have been made on synthesized PS membranes. The research contribution of 

this study to existing research gap in wastewater treatment using electrospun PS 

membranes in DCMD is clearly mentioned in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Research gap identified in related publications. 

Ref. Year Contribution relevant to this study Research gap  

[29] 2023 The work included heat and mass 
transfer model to evaluate the effect 
of thermal conductivity on porous 
nanocomposite membranes in 
DCMD. 

MD performance with respect 
to thermal efficiency was not 
explored at pilot scale. 

[30] 2023 The study explored the performance 
of synthesized PPO/PS membranes 
at concentrations up to 35000 ppm 
NaCl. Humic acid (HA) in feed 
solution resulted in 20% drop in flux 
due to fouling.   

Feedwater did not mimic that 
of real wastewater water. The 
operation time of DCMD 
performance did not exceed 4 
hours. Long test durations 
were not performed. 

[31] 2021 The work explored the potential of 
high-impact polystyrene membranes 
for treating dye wastewater.  

Energy consumption of the 
DCMD process was not 
included in the study. 

[27] 2021 The work applied mathematical 
modeling to validate experimental 
flux for PS/GNP membranes at lab 
scale with 80% porosity. 

A scale-up MD system along 
with the effect of membrane 
porosity on the flux was not 
addressed. 

[26] 2020 The study incorporated activated 
carbon in PS membranes and 
performed DCMD tests using 7 g/L 
feed achieving an optimum flux of 
6.3 kg.m-2.h-1. 

The effect of membrane 
porosity on the flux was not 
mentioned. And the feed 
salinity was not comparable to 
either that of wastewater or 
produced water. 

[32] 2020 The work evaluated the desalination 
performance of SAN4-HIPS 
membrane. Fouling occurred after 
48 hours of DCMD using real 
industrial textile wastewater 
treatment. 

Long-term DCMD 
performance was not 
presented. 

[33] 2019 The research group synthesized PS 
membranes using electroblowing. 
The membrane porosity was 74.7% 
after hot-press.  

Thermal efficiency and energy 
performance were not 
included.  

[28] 2016 The research tested electrospun PS 
membranes in DCMD for 10 hours. 
Porosity of membranes was 82-86%.  

A pilot-scale study was not 
studied. 

[34] 2014 The study tested electropsun PS 
membranes using NaCl as the feed 
for 10 hours. 

Higher concentrations for the 
feed mimicking that of 
industrial brine was not 
considered. 
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Hence, in this work, synthetically produced water was used as the feed component 

in the system (i.e. thermal brine) in two different types of DCMD modules (bench-scale 

and pilot-scale units). Both commercial and synthesized polystyrene membranes were 

employed throughout the work. The effect of synthetic brine on fabricated polystyrene 

membranes was investigated and obtained results were compared with that in literature, the 

effect of varying porosity on mass and heat transfer with respect to energy performance 

was investigated, and computational predictions were performed to find the membrane’s 

optimum surface temperatures with respect to maximum thermal and evaporation 

efficiency.  

This work includes the operation of a high-tech pilot-scale DCMD unit with 

emphasis on the effect of varying brine concentrations on its energetic performance with a 

deep insight on the effect of membrane fouling over long periods of time. This cannot be 

achieved through conventional bench-scale DCMD setups. Hence, the output of this study 

greatly contributes to existing DCMD technologies in the petrochemical industries 

worldwide towards the production of fresher water. The successful implementation of this 

study significantly contributes to existing DCMD technologies in the petrochemical 

industries, specifically in the gulf desalination plants, towards the production of fresh 

water. The findings of this research could open up opportunities for the utilization of the 

fabricated membranes as filtration materials for commercial purposes. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter provides a comprehensive overview of the literature and research 

related to wastewater treatment using membrane technologies, with an emphasis on direct 

contact membrane distillation. In this chapter, the research gaps were addressed and 

critically analyzed based on existing literature that is relevant to the topic of this thesis to 

ensure a clear understanding of the research problem and the significance of the study. 

2.1 Produced water treatment technologies  

Desalination  and water treatment is the fundamental origin of consumable water 

in the nations of the Gulf, for example Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman, and the United 

Arab Emirates [35]. In these nations, desalination represents 40 percent of the water 

utilized for civil and industrial aspects. Desalination of produced water in the Gulf’s 

petrochemical industry is a continuing challenge to major research groups in the field. With 

a focus on produced water from desalination plants, it has become crucial to define and 

follow specific protocol in wastewater purification technologies. Only 0.03% of the total 

70% of earth’s water is consumable by humans. The demand of wastewater treatment and 

desalination is expected to expand as per the World Health Organization to protect up to 4 

billion of the world’s population from running out of clean water access [36,37]. 

Desalinated water provides most of the water used in commercial processes. Qatar’s 

wastewater from oil-field extractions is expected to be around 490 million m3, which is 

about half the yearly desalination plants’ demand for fresh water in the whole GCC region. 

Interestingly, the oil and gas producing countries have a substitution advantage in that they 

can reuse drained water from oil and gas fields, thus preserving and expanding the size of 

green land for a longer time. In terms of economic advantage, the amount of water provided 
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by the oil and gas industry is five times that of commercially produced oil from the same 

resource in the region [38][39]. 

This fact presents an excellent opportunity to rethink traditional wastewater 

management methods and implement novel desalination techniques. Treated produced 

water may be used for non-human purposes such as agricultural drainage, landscaping, 

building, road construction, and salinity flashing [1][40]. Several studies attempted to 

examine advanced biological treatments which are considered promising techniques for 

eliminating residuals from actual produced water. The effect of biodegradation of certain 

organic compounds existing in fluids during hydraulic fracturing was evaluated by Akyon 

et al. [41]. Another group analyzed an algal process with a highest result of 100% of the 

total dissolved solids eliminated from the water flux [42]. Additional approaches have also 

been evaluated. For instance, acid active shrimp shell as well as montmorillonite have 

successfully been used for the removal of heavy metal species (at efficiency of 65–93 

percent) and crude oil (87 percent) from oilfield PW [43].  

Nevertheless, several research groups focused on membrane distillation (MD) of 

hydrophobic membranes for seawater desalination and wastewater treatment [19–24]. 

Membrane distillation is a well-known thermally driven process that utilizes the difference 

in vapor pressure, as the driving force, in generating purified permeate of improved quality. 

At the liquid-vapor interface of the hydrophobic membrane, a temperature gradient exists 

leading to a selective transport of contaminants from one side of the porous membrane to 

the other. For this reason, in MD, it is always preferred to have a non-wetted membrane 

with pore sizes ranging between 10 nm and 1 μm [44]. Table 3 lists the existing 

contaminants that can be eliminated using specific membrane technologies.  
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From this point rises the importance of employing membrane-based separation 

systems in water desalination processes. Other than their simplicity of use and reasonable 

design costs, using membrane technologies has many benefits for produced water 

treatment, such as [45]: minimal environmental impact, reduced energy costs, highly 

automated installations, no requirement for chemical additives, and during such processes, 

the membrane can be used to reuse the waste streams. In membrane technologies, the 

crossflow operation mode is preferred in purifying high concentrations of saline solutions. 

This is because the flow of the feed is perpendicular to the flow of the permeate. This helps 

in reducing the amount of accumulated species on the surface of the membrane during the 

desalination process [46]. Similar work was done on produced water from shale oil and 

gas, with an emphasis on permeate flux and membrane fouling [47–50]. A list of five 

wastewater treatment technologies is mentioned in Table 2 with emphasis on the main 

benefits and limitations for each technology. 

 Nowadays, many technological advancements in the field of water desalination are 

majorly focusing on treating seawater or brackish groundwater, while brine with higher 

salinity (>35,000 mg/L) gained a little amount of consideration and was rarely reported in 

the literature. Reverse osmosis (RO) is one of the economically widely used wastewater 

treatment technologies for the purpose of desalinating ultra-high salinity brine (<45,000 

mg/L) [15]. Membrane distillation is a temperature-dependent process that functions based 

on vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) and needs a heat source to be supplied to attain the 

requisite latent heat of vaporization of the feed solution [18]. It is considered as a single 

hybrid process unit consisting of thermal evaporation and membrane separation[51].  A 
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number of factors immediately contributing to figuring out the exact wastewater treatment 

technology which needed to be applied are listed in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Aspects influencing the selection of produced water treatment techniques. 
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Table 2: Advantages and drawbacks of PW treatment technologies. 

 Produced Water Treatment Methods 

Microfiltration Ultrafiltration Reverse Osmosis Adsorption 
Ion-Exchange 

Advantages  High recovery 
of fresh water 

 High 
recovery of 
fresh water 

 Compact 
module 

 Removes 
dissolved 
contaminants 

 Cheap 
 Efficient 
 Compact 

 Low energy 
required 

 Continuous 
treatment 
possible 

Drawbacks 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 High energy 
required 

 Low efficiency 

 High energy 
required 

 High 
membrane 
fouling 

 Requires 
high 
pressure 

 Small traces 
of grease 
may cause 
membrane 
fouling 

 Low 
efficiency at 
high feed 
concentrations 

 High retention 
time 

 Requires pre-
treatment 

 Requires 
post-
treatment 

 

Table 3: Contaminants in wastewaters and their corresponding membrane technologies 

Type Main Contaminants   Treatment Aim Technologies        Limitations 

Produced 
water  

 Drilling fluid additives 
 Oil and grease 
 Divalent cations 

 Reduce salinity 
 Oily compounds 
elimination 

 MD 
 FO 
 NF 
 RO 

 Large water consumption 
 High total dissolved solids 
 Disposal regulations 
 High membrane fouling 

Municipal 
wastewater 

 Microbial pathogens 
 Micropollutants 
 Phosphates 
 Ammonia 

 Degradable organic 
materials 
 Microbial removal 
 Eliminates nutrients 

 MF 
 UF 
 NF 
 RO 

 Need for potable reuse 
 Large footprint 
 Treatment plant odor 
 High membrane fouling 
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2.2 Innovative MD membranes 

For water desalination purposes, six MD configurations exist: direct contact 

membrane distillation (DCMD), air-gap membrane distillation (AGMD), permeate gap 

membrane distillation (PGMD), sweeping gas membrane distillation (SGMD), vacuum 

membrane distillation (VMD) and vacuum multi-effect membrane distillation (V-

MEMD)[52],[53]. DCMD has the simplest operation mode. This configuration has become 

of high research interest due to its special features: (i) Low operating temperatures, (ii) 

Low operating pressure, (iii) High rejection rates, and (iv) Low requirements for a 

membrane’s mechanical strength. In fact, the Direct Contact Membrane Distillation 

(DCMD) does not involve any expensive apparatus for it to function [54]. Thus, based on 

literature, more than 60% of MD research work deal with the DCMD configuration. 

Among all MD configurations, characterized by the mode of vapor recovery on the 

permeate side, the simplest and easiest to operate is Direct Contact Membrane Distillation 

(DCMD). It is the most studied MD configuration and can be carried out in any desired 

membrane configuration, such as flat sheet, spiral wound, capillaries, or even hollow fiber 

[55]. 

 

2.2 Electropsun membranes in DCMD 

To date,  commercial membranes are the common contributors to the MD process 

as, until now, there is no commercial membrane that is specially designed for MD [56]. 

Nonetheless, recent review articles reported valuable summaries on water purification 

technologies and porous membrane materials with referral to membrane properties in MD 

[57–62]. The majority have stated that the best technique used to produce thin distillation 
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membranes is electrospinning. This effective method generates very thin membranes with 

fiber sizes ranging from nanometer up to submicron. The most common types of polymers 

used for membrane distillation processes are: polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), 

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), polypropylene (PP) and Polystyrene (PS) 

[21,22,69,70,24,46,63–68]. Polystyrene, as an abundant thermoplastic polymer, is largely 

abundant and can reach up to several million tons of annual production [56]. Also, it has 

been distinguished for its competitive cost compared with PVDF and PTFE [71].  

Jalloul et al. [72] synthesized an electropsun poly(vinylidene fluoride)-co- 

hexafluoropropylene (PVDF-HFP) membrane with fiber diameters below 300 nm. When 

heat pressed, the flux became greater than 37.5 kg/m2.h with a salt rejection rate of 99.99%. 

the overall performance of the modified electrospun membrane was similar to that of 

commercial PTFE membranes. Essalhi and Khayet studied the effect of membrane 

thickness of electrospun poly- vinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes ranging from 144.4 

mm to 1529.3 mm [73]. The concentration of the feed solution was twice of that of actual 

seawater (60 g/L). The decline in permeate flux was more likely to occur for membranes 

with thinner thicknesses ( < 400 mm). 

Niknejad et al. developed a new triple-layer membrane consisting of high- impact 

polystyrene (HIPS) as the top layer and PP as the support layer binded with 

styrene−butadiene rubber (SBR) in between [56].  This study was first to use SBR as the 

mid-layer in electrospinning where the peeling test was performed to measure the 

membrane’s toughness. The cold-pressed electrospun HIPS/SBR/PP membrane resulted in 

enhanced mechanical strength and showed rejections rates above 99.9%. Hou et al. 

fabricated poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluropropylene) (PVDF-HFP)/Silica 
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nanoparticles (SiNPs) flat-sheet hybrid membranes by electrospinning [74]. As a result of 

overlapped nanofibers and existence of beads, the surface of the membrane showed a rough 

and hierarchical structure. The addition of Silica nanoparticles reduced the porosity and 

increased the thickness of the membrane at the same time. When tested in DCMD using a 

35 g/L NaCl feed for 240 hours, the highest flux was achieved at 48.6 kg/m2 h. 

Ren et al. [75] synthesized a nanofibrous membrane of TiO2 coating fluorosilanized 

with low surface energy material of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorododecyl trichlorosilane 

(FTCS) which was employed to modify the virgin polyvinylidene fluoride electrospun 

nanofiber membrane (PVDF ENM). Results have exceeded that of commercial PVDF 

membrane with 40.5 LMH and 73.4 LMH using 3.5 wt% NaCl and real RO brine, 

respectively. Deka et al. [76] reported the fabrication of electrospun polyvinylidene 

fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene (PVDF−HFP) membranes. The novel membrane showed 

excellent anti-wetting MD performance for seven continuous days using 3.5 wt% of NaCl.  

2.2.2 Membrane wettability and porosity 

Wetting mechanisms in membrane distillation are still not fully understood and 

various mechanisms have been proposed. Capillary effects, diffusion, fouling and scaling, 

adsorption, hydrophobic–hydrophobic interaction, electrostatic attraction, microbial 

growth, and secretion of hydrophilic extracellular polymeric compounds are examples of 

the associated mechanisms in membrane wetting [77–79]. Adsorption and the 

hydrophobic–hydrophobic interaction have both been widely hypothesized and researched. 

In the MD process, the balance between the absolute pressure on the feed side, the capillary 

pressure brought on by surface tension, and the vapor pressure, determines the driving 

force. The hydrophobic membrane is compromised into becoming more hydrophilic with 
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deposition of mineral salts on membrane surface or in membrane pores, resulting in 

membrane wetting [80]. The hydrophobic tail segment of surfactants, organics, or oils 

typically enables them to adsorb on the surface and pore walls of MD membranes through 

hydrophobic–hydrophobic interactions, diffusion, or electrostatic attraction, decreasing the 

hydrophobicity of the membrane surface and pores[81–83]. The degree or level of 

membrane wetting can be categorized as (a) nonwetting, (b) surface wetting, (c) partial 

wetting, and (d) entire wetting when taking into account the performance of the MD 

process [84,85].  Surface wetness typically happens as a result of surface phenomena and 

is linked to prolonged use. When a membrane is only partially wet, some areas are left 

open to water flow while the distance between the feed and the permeate is narrowed in 

other areas. If the wetted membrane area is not big enough to affect permeate quality, the 

MD process can still go on. A fully wet membrane produces a low-quality permeate since 

the feed just passes through the membrane, which results in poor MD performance [86]. 

The evolution of membrane wetting entails the displacement of a solid-liquid 

interface with a solid-air (vapor) contact during the MD process. The conductivity 

measurements are a straightforward in-situ technique to describe partially wetted 

membrane on a broad scale [87,88]. Moreover, the wetting rate is defined as the slope of 

the observed rise in permeate conductivity over time, in which the wetting time can be 

determined when it begins to rise. The soaking time has specifically been defined as the 

period of time between the time the permeate conductivity rises over 50 or 20 S/cm or the 

time the salt rejection decreases below an acceptable level (such as 99%) [89].  

Taylor et al. found that PTFE membranes displayed the best antiwetting behavior 

among all membranes investigated in that study. They identified pore wetting based on a 
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threshold value of 5% for the normalized specific salt flux (i.e., the ratio of salt flux to 

water flux divided by salt concentration in feedwater) [90]. In contrast to conductivity 

monitoring, Lin's group employed a single-frequency impedance to monitor wetness, 

enabling earlier identification of impending wetting-based membrane breakdown [91]. 

Ahmed et al. created an electrochemical apparatus and electrically conductive membrane 

to enable real-time wetness detection based on electric current monitoring. Following an 

MD test that revealed partial pore wetting, concentration profiles of magnesium and 

calcium were determined as a function of membrane thickness in the permeate direction 

[92]. 

A recent study by Francis and Hilal [93] proposed an effective procedure in efforts 

to minimize the pore wetting of commercial PTFE membranes by electrospraying carbon 

nanotubes (CNT) for testing in DMCD. Results showed that the cake layer formation on 

the surface of the functionally modified PTFE-CNT membrane was minimized exhibiting 

a much more narrowed pore size distribution in comparison with the PTFE membrane. In 

addition, a high rejection rate of 99.99% was noted after a continuous MD operation of 24 

hours with an 8.3% increase in flux as a result of the successful uniform deposition of CNT. 

Hence, not only would the modified membranes have improved wettability, but will also 

lead to the improvement in the shelf life of the membrane and reduce the amount of 

chemicals needed to clean the membrane to prevent fouling. 

2.3.3 Performance evaluation of membrane technology 

 The treatment of real produced water was conducted by Al-salmi et al. [94] using 

polypropylene (PP). When increasing the temperature of the feed stream from 40 to 80 oC, 

the permeate flux increased up to 7.74 kg/m2.h. a high percentage of 99% of salt rejection 
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was achieved for all tests. Pre-treatment of the produced water lead to an increase in 

permeate compared to the untreated feed. The research group conducted several 

optimization tests to recover permeate flux affected by salts scaling and oil depositions to 

enhance the quality of the distillate.  In further attempts to remove contaminants using new 

synthesized membranes, Shirazi et al. developed membranes using commercial granules of 

high-impact polystyrene for the treatment of industrial textile wastewater [32]. Membranes 

were prepared using a gas-assisted electrospinning technique and cold pressing was done 

before all DCMD tests. Results depicted a high rejection range of 99.28-97.93%. The 

permeate flux was almost 16% higher than that achieved from commercial PTFE 

membranes. The flux started to decline after 48 hours of operation time in DCMD.  It was 

concluded that this decline was attributed to surface fouling rather than partial pore wetting. 

Pawar et al. [95] researched the treatment of real produced water for both laboratory 

and pilot-scale systems. Salt rejections higher than 99.7% and flux of 1.86 were achieved 

with no impact on the distillate quality over five days of MD operation. The study showed 

a negligible effect of treated and untreated produced water on the permeate flux at different 

feed temperatures of 40 and 60 oC. However, at a higher feed inlet temperature of 80 oC, 

the permeate flux further declined as the membrane was more potentially to be fouled at 

that point.  

During long-term DCMD operations at high temperature, both the flux and salt 

rejection decline. This behaviour is due to 2 interrelated phenomena. Firstly, the vapor 

pressure of the feed elevates at a faster evaporation rate that increases the concentration 

polarization, hence leads to the deposition of more crystalline salts at the feed/membrane 

interface. This leads to the deterioration of the second key phenomenon, liquid entry 
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pressure (LEP), due to the raise in the membrane’s surface energy. The overall weakening 

effect of salt accumulation on the feed’s side of membrane surface causes pore wetting 

where liquids pass through the membrane pores, lowering the rejection efficiency. Also, 

previous studies have observed that pores expand to some extent at increasing feed 

temperatures which also cause a further decay in both the permeate flux and rejection rates 

[96][97]. 

2.4 Pilot-scale MD Modules  

Numerous membrane designs that tackle critical challenges like wetting and fouling 

in MD applications have been investigated in the laboratory scale, but only a few have been 

successfully scaled-up and brought to market for commercialization and field validation. 

A durable membrane innovative designed in MD applications should be capable of being 

scaled-up in a membrane production facility and be easily assembled into large industrial-

scale modules for field deployment. Li et al. fabricated a new tri-bore PVDF hollow fiber 

membrane on industrial-scale hollow fiber spinning equipment  [98]. A number of 

optimisation tests were done to improve the flux to be greater than 5 L/m2.h in DCMD 

using a feed concentration of 3.5% NaCl. The rejection percentage was maintained higher 

than 99.9%. To assess the reproducibility of the membrane, random fiber samples were 

taken from each one of the 10 batches and synthesized accordingly using defined spinning 

conditions. 

In another recent study by Ebrahimi et al. [99], a flat sheet superhydrophobic PVDF 

membrane were designed and modified using TiO2 to assess its ability to recover nitrate 

from saline feedwater. The outcome for the test flat sheets in DCMD were evaluated and 
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reported using a pilot scale. The resulted flux of 2.3 kg/m2.h was used in MATLAB to 

investigate the removal of nitrate from the inlet saline feed with a surface area requirement 

of 0.5 m2 of the membrane. Throughout the process, the electrical conductivity of the 

permeate remained steady. These findings suggest that the nitrate ions were unable to pass 

through the membrane, causing their concentration in the feed to increase as pure water 

permeated the membrane. In general, the flux obtained from this system was not up to the 

expected standard, which is a drawback that requires improvement. 

Ali et al. [100] highlighted the importance of utilizing better correlations for heat-

transfer coefficients to develop a more reliable and accurate predictive model that can be 

applied across a wider range of operating conditions. The research group developed a 

dynamic model for producing desalinated water using DCMD. Two different types of 

dynamic model structures, lumped parameter and spatial, were assessed. To validate the 

models, experimental data was collected by conducting step tests on the inlet hot stream 

temperature of a DCMD pilot plant. However, both model structures were unable to 

accurately replicate the dynamic response. The overall discrepancy between the model and 

plant data was approximately 3%, which is reasonable given the random uncertainties 

associated with plant operation.  

Furthermore, Huang and Arning [101] evaluated the performance of PTFE and 

PVDF hollow fiber membranes in DCMD. The lab-scale systems measured water flux and 

salt rejection as a function of module packing density and length. At 10% module packing 

density, the PVDF demonstrated higher water flux than the PTFE, with values of 17.3 LMH 

and 9.4, respectively. This was potentially due to their thinner membrane wall and higher 

porosity. However, the water production rate per module increased due to the larger 
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membrane surface area. In the case of the 50% module packing density, the long module 

produced 53% more water flux and presented a 42% higher module water production rate, 

due to the 2.7 times larger surface area of the membrane. A pilot-scale DCMD system was 

implemented to the second largest geothermally-heated greenhouse in the USA for a 22-

day field testing. The results showed that the pilot scale DCMD system was robust and 

could withstand actual environmental fluctuations at the facility. The water flux and 

production rate of the long modules could be improved by raising the fluid flow rate on the 

shell side, though this would increase pumping energy costs. Salt rejection exceeded 99% 

in all experiments.  

In an attempt to lower the MD operational costs, Park and Lee et al. [102] analysed 

the thermal energy efficiency of PP and PVDF hollow fiber membrane modules in DCMD 

in a pilot scale unit. The effective membrane areas of 2.6 m2 and 7.6 m2 were noted for PP 

and PVDF membranes, respectively. When subjected to similar conditions, both MD 

membranes exhibited varying flux and performance ratios. The variation in flux had an 

impact on the heat transfer across the membrane. Also, the performance ratio showed to be 

in linear relationship with the flux and highly dependent on it in pilot scale. Research 

findings show that comparing the thermal efficiencies of different MD modules solely 

based on flux was not feasible. These findings imply the properties of the module must be 

taken into account when choosing the operating conditions for MD. 

Kim et al. [103] developed multi-physics computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

simulations for hollow fiber membranes in DCMD. The group researched a scalable mesh 

production technique by implementing mathematical algorithms to enhance the scalability 

of the CFD simulation from lab scale to larger, pilot-scale modules. It was concluded that 
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the amount of time it takes to mesh any number of fibers is the same as that for a single 

fiber. As a result, the time required for meshing is not influenced by the number of fibers. 

Both theoretical and experimental outcomes were in very good agreement.  

Dow et al. [104] conducted a pilot trial investigation utilizing waste heat from gas-

fired power station at a temperature of approximately 40 °C to recover water from saline 

demineralization regeneration waste. The trial ran for three months without requiring 

membrane or module replacement and achieved 92.8% water recovery, with a flux of 

around 3 L/m2.h. Results showed that membrane fouling had a minimal impact on flux and 

thermal energy demand, only becoming apparent at the end of the trial. Membrane analysis 

after the trial revealed that fouling was mainly due to inorganic scale. Fouling on the 

permeate side was also observed and was attributed to corrosion of the cooling heat 

exchanger. The treatment potential was estimated at up to 8000 Liter per day, making it 

practical for supplying water to various industrial, residential, or agricultural sites. 

 

2.5 Fouling effect on MD performance 

To date,  commercial membranes are the common contributors to the MD process 

as, until now, there is no commercial membrane that is specially designed for MD [56]. 

Nonetheless, recent review articles reported valuable summaries on water purification 

technologies and porous membrane materials with referral to membrane properties in MD 

[57–62]. For instance, Yang et al. [105] provided an excellent overview of new polymeric 

membranes and compared different classes of polymeric membranes for water purification 

applications. The research group determined that the fouling resistance and permeability 

can be improved by the addition of microporous support. 
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Consequently, the major drawback in membrane-based processes is the buildup of 

undesirable biomass and calcium residues on the membrane surface from the feed side, 

which is known as fouling and scaling, respectively. These phenomena hinder the 

membrane’s hydrophobicity, porosity, as well as pore size acceptable for MD processes 

[106]. The accumulated foulants may either be natural organic substances (organic 

compounds) or carbonate and chloride salts (inorganic compounds) [107]. Generally, 

organic and inorganic fouling are considered major challenges in large-scale membrane 

distillation processes that must be properly addressed to avoid minimal salt removal [108], 

increased energy consumption [109], and process shutdown [110]. When using industrial 

brine as the feed in the water treatment process, microfiltration (MF) and ultrafiltration 

(UF) techniques are mainly used as pre-treatment methods to reduce the fouling potential 

of non-dissolved contaminants. 

Horseman et al. [111] indicated that gypsum scaling could be prevented by 

combining the use of superhydrophobic membranes and periodic gas purging in the MD 

system. Results have not shown any significant flux decline with high effectiveness in 

eliminating salt crystals from the membrane surface. With changing operating process 

parameters, membrane scaling can be delayed but cannot be completely avoided. Previous 

studies have shown that the purging efficiency during the MD scaling mitigation process 

is highly dependable upon the initial concentration of the brine.  

Mansi et al. have recently reviewed the effect of varying process conditions on the 

fouling behaviour of the membrane using standalone membrane technologies for the 

reclamation of produced water [112]. The article showed that membrane distillation (MD) 

and forward osmosis (FO) exhibited notable process steadiness against high concentrations 
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of crude oil and salts of 1000 ppm and 150,000 ppm, respectively. Furthermore, 

hybridization of both technologies showed promising results at pilot scale. Another study 

on anti-scaling investigation was conducted by Rahimnia and Pakizeh where porous 

polyphenylene oxide and polystyrene membranes (PPO/PS) were prepared by polymer 

casting [30]. The fouling resistance of the prepared flat sheets was tested using feedwater 

consisting of NaCl, Na2SO4, and CaCl2. Despite flux decline, all tests showed a rejection 

rate greater than 99.9%. The synthesized PPO/PS membrane showed satisfactory anti-

fouling and anti-wetting performance with little to no deposition of foulants on the 

membrane surface after four hours of MD operation time. Similarly, flux reduction was 

noted by Ebrahimi et al. [99] for modified and unmodified PVDF-TiO2 membranes. This 

reduction over time was attributed to two possible reasons. The first possibility is that the 

membrane pores become clogged or fouled, leading to a reduced surface area for water 

vapor to pass through. The second possibility is that the driving force for the process, which 

is the temperature difference between the feed and permeate, decreases. To address fouling 

of the pores, each membrane was immersed in a 0.2% NaOH solution with a pH of 12 at 

room temperature (25°C) for 15 minutes. Following this treatment, the modified membrane 

was able to recover up to 95% of its initial flux, while the unmodified membrane recovered 

only about 60% of its initial flux after being washed and reused. 

 

2.6 Optimization and mathematical modelling in DCMD  

In Direct-Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD), the two liquid streams become 

in direct contact with the membrane from both sides, as illustrated in Figure 3. A complex 

heat transfer system occurs that is limited to the membrane thickness in DCMD. Therefore, 
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the system’s permeate flux (i.e. mass transfer rate) impacts the heat flux and heat transfer 

coefficients in the two counter-current streams [25][113][114][16]. The feed temperature 

in the system and the type of membranes used in DCMD must be optimized in such a way 

that condensation is prevented within the pores of the membranes. Furthermore, the type 

of polymer membrane material employed in DCMD systems depends mainly on the 

specific requirements and constraints of the application, such as the type of feed solution 

being treated, the desired separation performance, the operating conditions, and the cost. 

Polystyrene (PS) membranes are commonly used in DCMD processes. They are known for 

their good thermal stability, chemical resistance, and mechanical strength, which makes 

them suitable for a wide range of MD applications [25][115].  

 

Figure 3. Illustration of Direct-Contact Membrane Distillation 

 

In DCMD, heat inside feed and permeate solutions transfers in a form of a sensible 

and latent heat, and convective heat. Therefore, mechanisms of heat conduction and heat 

convection are essential to be considered within the study of heat evolution inside a DCMD 

module. The pores in the membrane allow the water vapor to pass through while blocking 

the impurities. The size and distribution of the pores can have a significant effect on the 
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mass transfer properties of the membrane. If the pores in the membrane are too small, the 

mass transfer rate will be limited because the water vapor will have difficulty passing 

through the pores. On the other hand, if the pores are too large, the membrane may be less 

effective at separating impurities from the water vapor. Figure 3 shows a schematic 

diagram of the counter current DCMD module. 

In addition to pore size, the thickness also play a key role in impacting the heat 

transfer mechanisms at the membrane boundary where the feed and the permeate solutions 

are affected by each other [116]. Porosity can also affect mass transfer properties by 

influencing the surface area of the membrane available for mass transfer and it can also 

affect the permeability of the membrane. Therefore, the selection of a membrane with the 

appropriate pore size, thickness, and porosity is key to optimize the mass and heat transfer 

properties of the system. 

2.7 Energy efficiency in MD processes 

Membrane distillation systems take advantage of high temperature wastewater 

channels in order to bring down the need of feedwater heating. A fundamental drawback 

of the MD process lies in its lower energy efficiency when compared to other treatment 

technologies such as Reverse Osmosis [117]. However, when it comes to energy 

constraints, MD processes require an energy range of 120.6-1701.8 Wh/m3 for heating of 

the feedwater compared to only 2.5–7.0 kWh/m3 for the RO process. This huge amount of 

energy requirement hinders the commercialization potential of advanced MD systems. 

From an industrial viewpoint, The desalination and treatment of high-salinity brines are 

inherently energy-intensive [118]. Particularly in MD processes, due to latent heat needed 

for the evaporation of the feed, the energy requirement significantly rises. The criteria 
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behind evaluating the energy performance of an MD system are divided into two main 

parts: (i) standard measures directly related to the fundamentals of the system, and (ii) 

developed measures based on the specificity of the employed system [51]. The evaluation 

of the Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) is a common parameter used to evaluate the 

energy efficiency of MD systems [119,120]. Although the different types of MD systems 

are very promising in terms of energy efficiency effectiveness, most of them have not 

exceeded 10 years of continuous application. Hence, more experimental and theoretical are 

needed to fully assess the overall MD operations [121].  

Membrane technologies that are thermally-driven based can treat large capacities 

of seawater, up to 55,000 m3/day, while the membrane technology plants can treat 500–

5000 m3/day of seawater depending on the size of the treatment plant. Current patterns 

show that membrane distillation costs are declining as a direct result of economies of scale 

(enormous plants). The specialists suggested that every case should be assessed carefully 

before choosing the technology for treatment with membrane processes as being the most 

versatile and promising technology for future applications [122]. The expenses of 

desalination rely principally upon the sort of desalination process utilized, the nature of the 

influent and effluent, the yield limit of the plant, and the accessible choices for waste 

removal. The overall cost includes the cost of removal, labor, investment in land and 

equipment, operational and maintenance, energy consumption, and environmental costs 

[123]. 

Table 4 shows a comparison between the thermal and membrane technology methods in 

terms of cost. The highest costs are attributed to the capital and electricity costs. Thermally-

driven membrane processes are more expensive than pressure-driven ones. Thus, 
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membrane technology is considered a feasible method for saline water treatment [124]. 

However, the total costs can be further reduced depending on the size of the treatment 

plant. A smaller plant will require less labor and less energy compared to a large plant 

[125].  

It was discovered by a previous study that raising the feed pressure up to 6.586 MPa 

significantly lowered the specific energy consumption (SEC) to 0.323 kW h/m3 in the 

system with two energy recovery devices. Freshwater supplied from RO system makes it 

beneficial in arid areas [126]. Given that 40% of the world’s population are 100 km away 

from a seawater source, much research has been made on the different desalination 

technologies to reduce the capital and operational costs. Currently, the operating costs and 

energy requirements for desalination using reverse osmosis and thermal distillation are 

0.5–1.2 (USD/day. m3) and 0.8–1.5 (USD/m3), respectively. In contrast, the energy cost of 

former techniques is about 4–5 (kWhelec/m3) and 10–16 (kWhelec/m3) respectively [127]. 

This means that the desalination technologies are very energy intensive.  

Table 4: Different desalination techniques and the associated costs. 

Cost Parameter Membrane Technology 

Thermally-Driven Pressure-Driven 

Capital cost (US $/m3) 0.449 0.301 
Energy (US $/m3) 0.555 0.25–0.27 
Labour (US $/m3) 0.128 0.128 
Chemicals (US $/m3) 0.024–0.045 0.018–0.054 
Membrane replacement (US $/m3) 0 0.001–0.072 
Maintenance (US $/m3) 0.018–0.032 0.018–0.032 
Total costs (US $/m3) 1.10–1.15 0.45–0.877 
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It is interesting to note that the main environmental concern that is associated with 

all desalination processes is the energy intensity. Energy as either electricity or steam 

produced using non-renewable sources of energy leads to gas emissions. For example, 1 

m3 of desalinated water by generally requires 1 L of fuel. The other environmental issue is 

the brine and its disposal which affects the marine life [128]. Interestingly, unlike other 

pressure-driven membrane technologies, the DCMD process does not usually require a pre-

treatment step for actual wastewater. This is owing to the low sensitivity of MD to 

membrane fouling at low operating pressure [32]. The elimination of any pretreatment 

procedure minimizes both the cost of operation as well as carbon footprint of the whole 

process.  

Membrane Distillation (MD) technologies, either used alone or in combination with 

other innovative separation processes, are better alternative options that are designed for 

complete salt removal. This is because: (i) membrane distillation desalinates thermal brine 

and generates a permeate that is suitable for immediate reuse [129], and (ii) RO 

technologies may mostly be used in cases where the salinity of brine is minimized to levels 

close to that of seawater [130]. 

Owing to MD’s low-temperature requirements, many research studies have utilized 

waste heat and integrated direct contact membrane distillation with other low-grade heat 

sources. For instance, Li et al. provided insights into the potential benefits of combining 

DCMD with a phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC) in terms of energy efficiency, power 

output, and exergy efficiency [131]. Stored heat in the tank was used to deliver sustained 

energy for the DCMD subsystem and hence the overall energy efficiency was increased up 

to 82.2%. Shafieian and Khiadani [132] developed a novel solar membrane-based 
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desalination system in an attempt to enhance the production rate of freshwater. The 

proposed DCMD solar system showed a maximum thermal efficiency of 78%. In another 

study, Soomro and Kim [133] integrated DCMD with a parabolic-trough (PT) plant. 

Mathematical modelling was conducted to evaluate the desalination performance of the 

integrated system. Simulated results showed an increase in permeate flux and evaporation 

efficiency of 20.01 kg/m2.h and 54.98%, respectively at bulk feed temperature of 45°C. 

Zhao et al. [134] integrated DCMD with a dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) for the 

cogeneration of electricity and  high quality water by transmitting sunlight. Numerical 

expressions were performed to calculate the hybrid system’s maximum energy efficiency 

of 45.35%. The efficiency showed to improve by increasing the inlet temperature of the 

feed. 
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CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Experimental  

This chapter aims to provide a comprehensive and detailed discussion of the 

materials, equipment, analysis, and procedures employed in the research project. The focus 

will be on presenting a thorough description of the bench-scale experimental set-up and the 

pilot-scale setup utilized in the study and provide a clear understanding of the research 

methodology and characterization techniques used to evaluate the research findings. 

3.1.1 Materials 

3.1.1.1 Membranes 

The 200x250 mm sized PTFE membrane filters were commercially obtained from 

Sterlitech Corporation (WA, USA). Large-sized polyethylene membranes with an effective 

area of 0.01 m2 (dimensions of effective area: 175 × 125 mm) were used without further 

modification from Aquastill, NL. The pore size range of the PE membranes was 300–700 

nm with a mean thickness of 15.5 ± 1.53 μm. Furthermore, polystyrene pellets (PS, Mw = 

192,000) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH TAUFKIRCHEN, Germany 

and used as it is. N,N-dimethyl formamide (DMF) for analysis was purchased from ACS.  

3.1.1.2 Synthetic brine 

Synthetic brine has been used throughout this work as the feed solution. Real 

produced water has numerous of elements that cannot be controlled under experimental 

conditions. In addition, due to confidentiality with oil and gas industry in Qatar, obtaining 

produced water was very difficult. In line with literature proposed procedures, synthetic 

brine solutions were prepared. Chemicals used for the preparation of the feed solutions 

consisted of a mixture of calcium chloride dehydrate (147.01 g/mol, purity 99.9%, CAS: 
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7791-18-6, Manufacturer: Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MI, USA), potassium chloride LR 

(74.55 g/mol, Code:0001276, Breckland Scientific Supplies, Stafford, UK), magnesium 

chloride (95.21 g/mol, purity > 98%, CAS: 7786-30-3, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MI, 

USA), sodium chloride (58.44 g/mol, purity 99%, CAS: 7647-14-5, Sigma-Aldrich), 

magnesium sulfate 7-hydrate (120.37 g/mol, purity 99%, CAS: 10034-99-8, Surechem 

products Ltd.), potassium bromide analytical reagent grade (119.0 g/mol, CAS: 7758-02-

3), strontium chloride (158.53 g/mol, CAS: 10476-85-4, Sigma-Aldrich), and boric acid 

(61.83 g/mol, purity > 99.5%, CAS: 10043-35-3, Sigma-Aldrich). All chemicals were used 

as received without additional purification [25]. The concentration of each chemical 

component is listed in Table 5. 

 

Table 5: Detailed chemical constituents in prepared synthetic brine [25]. 

Components of feed Feed Concentration (ppm) 

C1 C2 

Na 23,876 11,938 
Mg 2,520 1260 
Ca 765 382 
K 793 396 
Sr 11 5 
B 9 4 
Cl 42,682 21,341 
SO4 4,229 2,114 
HCO3 726 363 
Br 67 33 

 

An amount of 20 L feed was prepared with compositions similar to that in industrial 

thermal desalination plants in Qatar [135]. Quantities of 1200 g of sodium chloride was 

mixed with 5 L of boiled distilled water and kept stirring for 1 hour. After that, we added 
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58, 28, 112 and 108 grams of calcium chloride dehydrate, potassium chloride, magnesium 

chloride and magnesium sulfate, respectively. They were kept stirring for 2 hours to assure 

complete melting of all chemicals. At the end, small amounts of boric acid, potassium 

bromide and strontium chloride (1, 2 and 0.4 grams, respectively) were added and left for 

another 1 hour. Following this procedure, two different concentrations with conductivities 

of 100 mS/cm and 50 mS/cm were separately prepared to study the effect varying feed 

concentration on the permeate flux.  

 

3.1.2 Electrospinning  

A custom-made electrospinning system was used for membrane fabrication in this 

work (Figure 4). An amount of 20 grams of polystyrene (molecular weight: 192,000) was 

dissolved in 60 mL DMF and 40.0 mL Acetone. PS and DMF were first set to stir in a 

beaker. This was followed by a continuous stirring for Acetone/PTFE at room temperature 

up to 24 hours to assure the dissolving of the polymers. Spinning parameters used were as 

followed: Volume of polymer solution: 10 mL, Voltage: 14 kV, distance between the 

needle and collector: 15 cm, needle diameter: 20 gauge needle, Flow rate: 6 mL/hr, and 

Drum RPM: 560 RPM. Fabricated membranes were then left in oven overnight to get rid 

of any residuals. The solution was not pushed fully into the needle before the HV was 

applied to avoid formation of large drips. Afterwards, they were cold pressed at 1 Ton for 

1 min. Sample masses of 0.1629 g, 0.1420 g, 0.1342 g and 0.0510 g were taken for PS-

MA, PS-MB, PS-MC, and PS-MD, respectively. The specific properties of electropsun 

membranes are listed in Table 6.  
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Figure 4. Schematic of Electrospinning technique [136] 

 

 

Table 6: Detailed specification of commercial and synthesized membranes in DCMD 

Membrane material Source Mean Thickness (µm) 

PTFE-MA Commercial 72.94 ± 3.35 
PTFE-MB Commercial 102.62 ± 17.56  
PS-MA Electrospun 

Electrospun 
Electrospun 
Electrospun 

190.82 ± 3.18  
PS-MB 156.57 ± 15.15  
PS-MC 136.97 ± 12.88  
PS-MD 143.51 ± 14.20  

*Note: MA, MB, MC, and MD refer to the electrospun PS membranes A, B, C and D, 

respectively. 

3.2 Characterization of membranes 

3.2.1 Membrane thickness measurements 

A micrometer was used to estimate the membrane’s thicknesses. The mean 

thickness was then calculated on the basis of 5 different measured sides and corners of the 

+ 
High voltage power 

Solution loaded in the Polymer nanofiber 

Rotating drum 

Porous membrane 
formed on rotating drum 
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membrane. 

3.2.2 Contact angle meter (CAM) 

An optical contact angle (OCA 35) from DataPhysics Instruments GmbH (2013 

model) was used as the main indicator of hydrophobicity. This device provided an 

automated control of the sample position in the x-y-z direction. Contact angle diagrams 

were generated from the surface free energies of the membrane sample. Distilled water was 

injected in the dosing needle. The dosing volume and dosing rate of the liquid syringe 

system were 1 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 and 4 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇/𝑠𝑠, respectively. The flat membrane was placed on a glass plate, 

and the sharp tip of the syringe was positioned on the top of that membrane’s surface. 

Measurements were recorded at three different locations.  

3.2.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

An FEI Quanta 200 environmental scanning electron microscope at 2.0 keV to 

obtain a clear idea on the membranes’ microstructures. The Scanning electron micrographs 

were taken for membranes before and after the DCMD test. Prior to analyzing our 

membranes and investigating their surface measurements by SEM, they were first dried 

under vacuum at room temperature for 3 hours to eliminate moisture and obtain 

unblemished scanning images. After that, we sprayed the samples with a thin layer of gold. 

This electrically conducting metal helped create a critical layer on our non-conductive 

material, which therefore inhibited electron charging and reduced thermal damage at higher 

resolutions. We designed our own gold sputtering target for this purpose. ImageJ software 

(National Institutes of Health, USA) was used to estimate the average pore size from 

different locations on the membrane’s surface. 
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3.2.4 Atomic Force Spectroscopy (AFM) 

An atomic force spectroscopy (AFM) was used to study the structural change on 

the membrane surface, providing deeper insights into the formation of crystals and 

accumulation of foulant on the membrane during all DCMD experimental work. 

3.3 MD Performance 

It is a fact that membrane performance is considered an essential key indicator of 

the filtration effectiveness for different types of membrane-based technologies. This 

success factor replies mainly on the ability of the membrane to maintain stable and high 

permeate flux throughout the entire duration of MD operation [56]. In addition, the 

membrane’s potential for achieving complete salt rejection is another criterion of improved 

desalination performance. This means that all salt particles are effectively separated from 

the highly saline feed solution, which leads to achieving very high salt rejection rates and 

resulting in high quality water. 

3.3.1 Salt Rejection and Flux Calculations 

The salt rejection rate (R) was estimated using the equation [137]:  

𝑅𝑅 % =  𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓−𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝
𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓

× 100         

 (1) 

Where:  Cf: the conductivity for the feed 

Cp: the conductivity for the permeate 

The permeate flux of a porous membrane (J) is mostly known as the applied 

transmembrane pressure driving force divided by the resistance to mass transfer [138,139]. 

An electronic balance was used to collect the permeate in a large 5L tank and the change 
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in permeate weight was continuously recorded over time. Similar to Miller et al. [140], the 

resistance to permeation as a function of the permeate volume per unit membrane area was 

calculated. Therefore, the permeate flux was calculated as per equation 3: 

𝐽𝐽 =  ∆𝑀𝑀
𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤𝐴𝐴∆𝑡𝑡

          (2) 

Where:   J: the permeate flux [LMH] 

ΔM: the difference in permeate mass [Kg] 

ρw: the density of distilled water [1 Kg/L] 

A: the membrane effective area [Bench scale unit: 0.00206 m2] 

Δt: the difference in time [H] 

3.4 Membrane Fouling 

In this work, a Humic Acid sodium salt with technical grade (CAS: 68131-04-4) 

was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. A stock solution was prepared, as the foulant, by 

dissolving an amount of HA in deionized water. A standard concentration of (50 ppm) of 

Humic Acid was prepared by dissolving HA in DI. The working solutions of required 

concentration were prepared by sequential dilution of the standard solution. The control 

foulant concentrations were measured using a UV-visible spectrophotometer at λmax = 600 

nm at initial concentrations of 15–45 mg/L. Consequently, the fouling performance of the 

polyethylene membranes was tested in the pilot-scale DCMD system. The HA rejection 

was calculated based on the HA concentration obtained by the UV spectrophotometer. The 

initial HA concentration was measured by taking a sample from the feed before starting 

the DCMD experiment (the control), and the final HA concentration that is collected from 

the permeate is the measured value. The rejection values were calculated for different HA 
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concentrations using the difference between the control and measured concentrations 

divided by the control adsorption.  

The dynamic fouling tests for the polyethylene membranes were investigated using 

15, 25, 35, and 45 ppm of the Humic Acid (HA) foulant. Three fouling cycles were 

conducted per experiment. Basically, the first cycle included the evaluation of pure water 

flux before fouling (J1) for pure distilled water for 1 h, followed by the second cycle that 

includes the foulant in the feed resulting in the foulant flux (Jp). Finally, the third cycle was 

performed by backwashing the membrane using deionized water without applying any 

forms of external heat. The pure water flux after fouling (J2) was recorded. The following 

fouling ratios were calculated to assess the antifouling properties of the polyethylene 

membrane in the pilot DCMD system: 

Flux recovery ratio, FRR [%] = � 𝐽𝐽2
𝐽𝐽1
�  × 100 (3) 

Reversible fouling ratio, Rr [%] = �𝐽𝐽2− 𝐽𝐽𝑝𝑝
𝐽𝐽1

�  × 100 (4) 

Irreversible fouling ratio, Rir [%] = �1 − 𝐽𝐽2
𝐽𝐽1
�  × 100 (5) 

Total fouling ratio, Rt [%] = �1 −  𝐽𝐽𝑝𝑝
𝐽𝐽1
�  × 100 (6) 

3.5 Energy Consumption Analysis 

An important aspect of MD is the thermal energy consumption linked to the heat 

of the feed stream [9]. In this respect, the specific thermal energy consumption (STEC) is 
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often used, calculated as the energy to supply to the feed recirculating inside the module, 

divided by the permeate production per time (kW h/m3) [129]:  

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =  
𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 ×  𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝  ×  �𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 − 𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡�

𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝
 (7) 

where Qf is the feed flow rate (kg/h), cp is the specific heat of the feed (kJ/kg. K), Tfin is 

the feed temperature at the module inlet (K), Tfout is the feed temperature at the module 

outlet (K), and Qp the permeate flow rate (L/h). Due to the fact that in DCMD processes, 

both the hot feed and the cold permeate water are brought into contact with the membrane 

under atmospheric pressure, the total pressure is assumed constant at 1 atm, resulting in a 

negligible viscous flow [141–143]. 

Another important performance indicator in an MD system is the specific electrical 

energy consumption (SEEC). It is defined as the amount of electrical energy consumed to 

produce a unit mass of pure water [51]. In the current MD pilot unit, the specific electrical 

energy consumption (SEEC) was calculated based on three main sources in the system: the 

permeate pump, the feed pump, and the unit’s control panel. When calculating the specific 

thermal and electrical energy consumptions, the specific energy consumption (SEC) 

(kWh/m3) is defined as the amount of total energy supplied (heat and electrical energy) to 

produce a unit mass of the product [144,145]. SEC was used in this work to evaluate the 

energy performance for a large pilot unit capacity of 207.31 m3/h. 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (8) 

3.6 Optimization mathematical modelling 

3.6.1 Heat transfer  
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3.6.1.1 Heat transfer from the feed side to the surface of the electropsun membrane: 

Convection is used to transfer heat through the feed boundary layer, and Newton's 

law of cooling governs this process by the following equation: 

 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 =  ℎ𝑓𝑓�𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏,𝑓𝑓 − 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓� (9) 

Where 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓  is the convective heat flux, ℎ𝑓𝑓  is the boundary layer heat transfer 

coefficient at the membrane’s feed side, and 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏,𝑓𝑓 and  𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓 are the average feed temperature 

for the bulk and surface of the membrane from the feed side, respectively. The transfer of 

heat across the membrane can be categorized into two segments: the first being the transfer 

of heat through the membrane by conduction, which includes the polymer matrix and pores 

filled with gas; the second being the transfer of heat through the membrane by the latent 

heat of water vapor movement. 

3.6.1.2 Second Stage: Heat transfer through the membrane layer 

 The conducted heat transfer across the membrane (QC) is added to the evaporative 

mass flow (Qv) through the membrane pores to obtain the total heat flux across the 

membrane (Qm). 

 𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐 =  
𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚
𝛿𝛿
�𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓 − 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑝𝑝� (10) 

 𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣 =  𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣 (11) 

The enthalpy of the water (∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣) can be calculated using the following equation: 

 ∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣 = ��1.7535 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓� + 2024.3� (12) 

The effective thermal conductivity of the membrane (km) is equal to the product of the 

thermal conductivity of the membrane solid (kmem), and the thermal conductivity of the 
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membrane gas, kgas (air and water vapor). 

 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 = ��
𝜖𝜖

𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
� + �

1 − 𝜖𝜖
𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

��
−1

 (13) 

The total heat flux across the membrane (Qm) can be described as the following: 

 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚 =  𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐 + 𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣 =   ℎ𝑚𝑚�𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓 − 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑝𝑝� + 𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣 (14) 

 

3.6.1.3 Third Stage: Heat Transfer from the Membrane Surface to the Permeate Stream 

Convection is used to transmit heat across the boundary layer from the permeate 

side membrane surface to the permeate bulk. The permeate heat flux, 𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝,  depends on the 

permeate heat transfer coefficient (ℎ𝑝𝑝) and temperature difference between bulk permeate 

temperature (𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏,𝑝𝑝) and the interfacial membrane temperature (𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑝𝑝) at the permeate side. 

In this work, the DCMD process is assumed to be a steady-state process in order to 

calculate both the surface temeprature at the feed and permeate sides of the membrane. The 

overall heat transfer flux of the feed, membrane, and permeate sides of the module, are 

assumed to be at steady state conditions (𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 =  𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚 =  𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝). 

 𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝 =  ℎ𝑝𝑝�𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑝𝑝 − 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏,𝑝𝑝� (15) 

In the DCMD process, the vapor pressure difference arising from the temperature 

difference between the two surfaces of the membrane is the driving force for water vapor 

transfer across the membrane. The temperature difference between 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓  (the 

membrane/feed interface) and 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚.𝑝𝑝 (the membrane/permeate interface) are the driving 

force for water vapor transfer through the pores of the membrane. However, one of the 

limitations in DCMD systems is the change in the membrane/interface temperature with 
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respect to bulk temperature in the process. This occurs due to heat lost from the feed stream 

membrane surface side and heat gained from the permeate stream side of the membrane 

surface. 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓 and 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚.𝑝𝑝 were calculated using the following equations: 

 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓 =  
𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 �𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏,𝑝𝑝 +

ℎ𝑓𝑓
ℎ𝑝𝑝
𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏,𝑓𝑓� + 𝛿𝛿(ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏,𝑓𝑓 − 𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣)

𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 + ℎ𝑓𝑓 �𝛿𝛿 + 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚
ℎ𝑝𝑝
�

 (16) 

 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑝𝑝 =  
𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 �𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏 ,𝑓𝑓 +

ℎ𝑝𝑝
ℎ𝑓𝑓
𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏,𝑝𝑝� + 𝛿𝛿(ℎ𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏,𝑓𝑓 + 𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣)

𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 + ℎ𝑝𝑝 �𝛿𝛿 + 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚
ℎ𝑓𝑓
�

 (17) 

In this work, the DCMD process is assumed to be a steady-state process in order to 

calculate both the surface temeprature at the feed and permeate sides of the membrane. A 

number of assumptions were made to assess the significance of the different heat transfer 

mechanisms using the pilot DCMD system, such as: Operating conditions are at steady 

state, negligible heat loss, the membrane pores have uniform sizes, constant physical 

properties of water, the water flow is laminar in the x-direction, and constant total pressure 

of 1 atm. As such, the heat balance guaruntees that the three consecutive heat transfer 

methods satisy the following equation: 

 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 =  𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚 =  𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝 (18) 

After a certain period of time, the concentration polarization in the desalination 

process influences the transfer as a result of salt molecules building up on the membrane 

surface. The ratio of the solute concentration on the feed membrane surface (Cm,f) to the 

concentration of the feed bulk (Cb,f) is known as the concentration polarization coefficient 

(𝜙𝜙): 
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 𝜙𝜙 =
𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓

𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏,𝑓𝑓 
 (19) 

 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓 = 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏,𝑓𝑓 ∗ exp (
𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤

𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔 ∗ 𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏,𝑓𝑓
) (20) 

Where 𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏,𝑓𝑓 is the density of the feed flow, and 𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔 represents the solute mass tranfer 

coefficient as follows: 

 𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔 = 𝑆𝑆ℎ ∗
𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚
𝐷𝐷ℎ

 (21) 

Where Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the hot channel and Sh is the Sherwood number, 

which is determined using the Graetz-Leveque equation for laminar flow: 

 𝑆𝑆ℎ = 1.86 �𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐 ∗
𝐷𝐷ℎ
𝐿𝐿
�
1
3
 (22) 

 

In the following equations, Sc represents the Schmidt numbers, Re represents the 

Reynolds number, and Pr represents the Prandtl number: 

 𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐 =
𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓

𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏,𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚
 (23) 

 ℎ =
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 ∗ 𝑘𝑘
𝐷𝐷ℎ

 (24) 

 Pr =
𝑣𝑣
𝛼𝛼

=
𝜇𝜇 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝
𝑘𝑘

  (25) 

Where k is the average thermal conductivity of the fluid at the membrane feed side, 

and Nu is Nusselt number that is determined by the equation shown below:. For a flat plate 

module and laminar flow (Re < 2100), the Nusselt number can be used for both the feed 

and permeate side of the membrane using the following equation: 
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 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 1.86 �
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷ℎ

𝐿𝐿
�
1
3
 (26) 

3.6.2 Mass transfer  

In the following equation, 𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤 is the permeate mass flux, and De is the equivalent diffusion 

coefficient: 

 𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤 = 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚 ∗ ∆𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 = 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚 ∗ (𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓0 − 𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝0 ) (27) 

𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓0  and 𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝0  are the partial pressures of water at the feed and permeate sides of the 

membrane, respectively: 

 𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓0 = exp (23.1964 −
3816.44

𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 − 46.13
) (28) 

 𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝0 = exp (23.1964 −
3816.44

𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 − 46.13
) (29) 

Considering the effect of salinity in the feed solution, the permeate flux can be represented 

as the following equation: 

 𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤 = 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚(𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓0 ∗ 𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝑥𝑥𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 − 𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝0 ) (30) 

For an aqueous solution of NaCl, the 𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 can be expressed as the following: 

 𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 = 1 − (0.5 ∗ 𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁) − (10 ∗ 𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁2 ) (31) 

There are three different sorts of mechanisms that account for the movement of 

gases and vapor through porous media, which are the Poiseuille flow model, the molecular 

diffusion model, and the Knudsen model. The Knudsen flow and molecular diffusion 

models can be used with DCMD. Trans-membrane hydrostatic pressure is not applied since 

the feed and permeate solutions are retained inside the membrane module at a constant 

pressure (about 1.0 atm). The Poiseuille flow in this situation is insignificant. The ratio of 
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the Knudsen diffusion to the molecular diffusion was used to calculate the combined 

influence of the molecular and Knudsen diffusions. The governing mechanism in the mass 

transmission is determined by this ratio. Considering the effect of salinity The effective, 

Knudsen, and molecular diffusion coefficients are De, Dk and Dm, respectively. The 

following are the mathmatical expressions for De, Dk and Dm: 

 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚 = �
𝛼𝛼
𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘

+
1 − 𝛼𝛼
𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚

�
−1

 (32) 

 𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘 = �
3 ∗ 𝛿𝛿 ∗ 𝜏𝜏

2 ∗ 𝜖𝜖 ∗ 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚
∗ �
𝜋𝜋 ∗ 𝑅𝑅 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚
8 ∗ 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝜇𝜇𝑤𝑤

�
0.5
�
−1

 (33) 

 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚 = �
𝑅𝑅 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝛿𝛿 ∗ 𝜏𝜏 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝜇𝜇𝑤𝑤 ∗ 𝜖𝜖 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤,𝑔𝑔
�
−1

 (34) 

The following expression, 𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤,𝑔𝑔 can be employed in the temperature range of 273-

373 K, is used to compute the value for water-air, and Tm is the mean temperature across 

the membrane surfaces 

 𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤,𝑔𝑔 = 1.895 ∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚2.072 (35) 

 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 =
𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 + 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝

2
 (36) 

 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 =
𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 + 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝

2
 (37) 

The fictitious route across the membrane is frequently related to the membrane 

porosity 𝜖𝜖, as in the Mackie-Meares equation, and 𝜏𝜏  is the membrane thickness which is 

frequently constant. 

 𝜏𝜏 =
1
𝜖𝜖

 (38) 

The steps followed to calculate the theoretical model in this work is depicted in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Flowchart for numerical optimization model in direct contact membrane 

distillation.  
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3.7 DCMD Modules 

3.7.1 Bench-scale system 

The direct contact membrane distillation configuration consist of two different 

liquid channels: (i) Hot side containing thermal brine as the feed and (ii) a cold side 

containing distilled water. The flow here is counter-current since both channels have 

opposite flow directions. As illustrated in Figure 6 below, the separator between both 

channels is the membrane. During the distillation processing, the thermal brine is heated, 

and its purified vapor passes through the pores of the membrane up to the cooled side of 

distilled water where it condensates.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Direct Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD). 

 

Different flow rates were used to test the desalination performance of electropsun 

membranes, however, due to the low mechanical strength of the pure polystyrene 

membranes, pore wetting occurred at high flow rates. Hence, the optimum  flowrate at 

which pore wetting did not occur and stable flux was maintained was set to be 5 rpm. This 
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HOT SIDE 

POROUS MEMBRANE 

Permeate TIN Permeate TOUT 

Feed TIN Feed TOUT 
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unit is equivalent to a value of 0.03 L/min. The optimal process parameters are listed in 

Table 7. 

The synthetic brine was used as prepared without further treatment. The membrane 

was sandwiched between two low-foulant spacers and acted as a good support to allow 

equal distribution of the liquid onto the membrane surface without harshly affecting the 

membrane’s tender structure. The addition of a spacer significantly increases the heat 

transfer coefficient of the hot side by almost 82% [146]. Prior to starting off with the direct 

contact membrane distillation process, an amount of 4 L of prepared brine were poured 

into an empty 5 L tank (the hot side). Similarly, an equal amount of distillate was poured 

into an empty 5 L tank (the cold side).  

 

Table 7: Optimal parameters for DCMD experiments 

 Feed (Thermal brine) Permeate (Distillate) 

Inlet Temperature [oC] 60 20 

Inlet Pressure [PSI] 0.13-0.52 0.13-0.52 

Flowrate [RPM] 5 5 

 

 

A laboratory-scale PTFE membrane cell, with an active membrane area of 20.6 

cm2, was purchased from Sterlitech Corporation and successfully used for all experiments 

in this work. The size of each membrane used in the DCMD tests were cut to fit the DCMD 

cell’s active area dimensions of 4.52 x 4.52 cm2. Temperature, pressure, feed weight, 

distillate weight, and time were recorded using a data acquisition system (National 
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Instrument). 

The feed and permeate were circulated using two pumps (model: FH100X, Thermo 

Scientific, USA). RTDs (RTD-NPT-72-E, Omega Engineering, UK) were used to measure 

the temperatures of the both the inlet feed and outlet permeate streams. The MD data was 

collected using a data acquisition software (Model NI ENET 232, National Instruments, 

USA). There are four temperature and pressure probes positioned at the inlet and outlet for 

each of the feed and permeate streams, respectively. A schematic diagram showing the 

bench-scale DCMD system is clear in Figure 7.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Schematic diagram for the bench-scale DCMD system used in Qatar University 

labs. 
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3.7.2 Pilot-scale system 

A DCMD pilot unit was used for measuring the performance of the polyethylene 

membranes using synthetic thermal brine. The tanks are made from polypropylene, 

whereas the pumps are made by Pan World NH-100-PX. Due to the chemical resistance of 

the build-up materials, this pilot unit is suitable for testing our high-salinity brine with TDS 

values reaching up to 100 mS/cm. Furthermore, this large unit consists of four temperature 

sensors, two pressure sensors, and two flow meters. The process parameters are manually 

entered by tapping on the required setpoint using the electronic control panel located on 

the front side of the unit, as shown in Figure 8.  

As for the recording of information, a built-in flash drive inside the pilot unit 

automatically saves the data each time the pump returns the distillate back to the brine. 

Electrical heating of 3KW is available inside the feed tank. The heating is automatically 

controlled and switches off if it exceeds the maximum allowable temperature. An external 

chiller is directly connected to the distillate tank. 

In the DCMD pilot unit, three chambers were utilized: the brine, distillate, and 

distillate return tank. The brine tank was filled with 16 L of feed, and the distillate tank 

was filled with 16 L of distilled water to ensure a temperature gradient across the membrane 

channels. The distillate produced was collected in the distillate return tank until it reached 

the maximum level, where the distillate return pump started pouring back the excess 

amounts of produced distillate back into the brine tank (Figure 9). 
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Figure 8. (a) Front side of the DCMD pilot unit at Qatar University labs, (b) the tanks on 

the backside of the pilot unit (c) Membrane channels from the back side of the pilot unit, 

and (d) 3D illustration of DCMD membrane holder showing counter current flows in the 

DCMD pilot unit. 
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This DCMD process was assumed to be (i) steady-state, (ii) no heat exchanged with 

the surrounding (isolated system), and (iii) counter-current flow direction. All experiments 

were performed using the normal operation mode for long periods of time (reaching up to 

100 h). This DCMD pilot unit was used for operational DCMD testing hours of 20, 40, 60, 

80, and 100. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Schematic diagram for DCMD pilot unit. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter aims to provide a comprehensive and in-depth analysis of the research 

gaps, as well as the research findings from applied experiments and numerical approaches, 

followed by thorough interpretation and discussion of the results. Moreover, this chapter 

provides a critical assessment of the research findings and its significance compared with 

existing data in literature, highlighting the contribution of the current research findings and 

its relevance and novelty in the investigation of the desalination performance in direct 

contact membrane distillation (DCMD). 

4.1 Desalination performance of optimized electrospun polystyrene membranes using a 

bench-scale DCMD system 

This section aims to establish a direct link between electrospun polystyrene (PS) 

membranes and industrial desalination plants in Qatar by mimicking real produced water. 

Therefore, synthetic brine was used as the feed component in the bench-scale DCMD unit 

and investigated the effect of the produced water on the synthesized PS membranes. The 

results were compared with similar work in literature. Overall, the research shows 

experimental data that contributes to a better understanding of the use of electrospun PS 

membranes in DCMD that may be suitable for long-term desalination applications at larger 

scale. 

4.1.1 Wettability 

The water contact angle is a direct measure of the membrane’s hydrophobic 

behavior which is key in any MD process to help repel the liquid feed solution. It was found 

that at higher feed concentrations of 75,500 ppm, the water contact angle was significantly 
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lower than that in reduced concentrations of 25,200 ppm. This is because the higher 

amounts of salts, at constant process parameters of temperature, pressure and flowrate, 

result in an increase in the membrane’s surface roughness. This property is key in dropping 

the water contact angle of fabricated polystyrene membranes. All contact angle 

measurements before and after DCMD are recorded in Table 8 for the two feed 

concentrations.  

 

Table 8: Contact angle measurements before and after DCMD 

 Before DCMD After DCMD – C1 After DCMD – C2 

PTFE-MA 139.80 o ± 4.77 134.78 o ± 3.57 132.96 o ± 1.13 

PTFE-MB 145.90 o ± 4.17 130.1o ± 1.03 129.6 o ± 1.21 

PS-MA 134.3.60 o ± 4.44 119.4 o ± 1.20 128.8 o ± 2.05 

PS-MB 129.84 o ± 10.44 116.3 o ± 1.21 132.34 o ± 1.17 

PS-MC 139.90 o ± 7.02 127.00 o ± 1.57 131.43 o ± 1.79 

PS-MD 146.10 o ± 5.08 137.69 o ± 1.21 138.64 o ± 3.38 
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Figure 10. Contact Angles before and after DCMD  

 

Unlike after membrane distillation, the high standard deviation in the contact angle 

measurements for the membranes before DCMD are due to the uneven surface structure of 

the electrospun membranes. However, after testing the membranes at both concentrations 

the surface became smoother due to direct exposure of hot and cold streams from both 

sides. The higher the feed concentration, the closer the contact angle measurements tend to 

be from the averaged point. 

As shown in Figure 10, the lowest concentration, C2, has presented minimum 

percentage of decrease in contact angle as low as 1.9 for PS-MB. To be more precise, the 
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average reduction percentages for C1 and C2 are 8.49% and 5.54%, respectively. This 

shows the feed concentration effect in relation to water contact angle of electrospun 

polystyrene membranes. 

4.1.2 Surface characterization  

The changes in membrane morphology from before and after DCMD tests were 

made using SEM. Supplementary information was obtained from SEM micrographs at 

higher magnifications after a thin layer of gold was sprayed on the top of the membrane’s 

surface prior to analysis. The accumulation of salt components on the membrane’s surface 

called cake layers. This can be clearly seen in Figure 11. Both Polystyrene membranes A 

and B showed higher particle deposits coming from the synthetic thermal feed in compared 

to membranes C and D where there were less amounts. The depositions of such dense cake 

layers is greatly contributed to the ionic strength of the material. Particles accumulate 

mainly due to less repulsive forces. This was confirmed by the study of Vigneswaran and 

Kwon[147] where it was observed that the porosity of cake decreased with the increase in 

ionic strength. This is also related to both contact angle measurements and flux 

calculations. Thus, polystyrene membranes C and D exhibited higher contact angle and 

flux mainly due to the greater repulsive forces. 

4.1.3 Permeate flux 

Theoretically speaking, increasing the flowrate of the feed and permeate solutions 

would lead to a rise in the permeate flux. Due to the low mechanical integrity of the PS 

electrospun membranes, higher flowrates will raise the circulation velocity on both sides 

of the membrane and will therefore lead to pore wetting. Hence, the DCMD tests were 

performed at flowrates as low as 5 rpm. Permeate fluxes as low as 2.28 LMH occurred for 
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PS membranes of greater thickness of 190.82 μm. The lower the thickness the higher was 

the permeate flux. This confirms the inversely proportional relationship between the 

thickness of the membranes and the permeate flux. In fact, the larger the membrane 

thickness, the more prominent was the reduction in the permeate flux. A larger thickness 

is equivalent to a significant increase in the resisting mechanism of mass transfer resistance 

as well as a decline in heat loss. 

Increasing the thickness of the membrane may be one way to help reduce heat loss 

in DCMD [148]. A previous study for Ali et al. [149] confirmed that membrane pore sizes 

exceeding 0.3 𝜇𝜇m should not have a significant effect on the flux. Thus, larger pores do not 

greatly contribute to flux increase. Moreover, lower flux values were obtained using 

membranes of greater pore size (3.0 𝜇𝜇m) in compared to membranes of other studies with 

smaller pores (0.22 𝜇𝜇m). Permeate fluxes in DCMD for both fabricated and commercial 

membranes are listed in Figure 13. As the salt concentration in the thermal brine solution 

was reduced, from C1 to C2, the water vapor pressure became higher (greater driving 

force), and the thermal efficiency increased simultaneously [19]. Thereby, this lead to a 

definite increase in the permeate flux. Figure 12 clearly shows this occurrence along with 

the overall relation between the permeate flux and contact angle after the DCMD tests. 

Furthermore, Table 9 compares experimental flux data with that existing in literature. 

4.1.4  Permeate conductivity  

Due to the varying sizes, mass, and interaction between the different salt ions listed 

in Table 6, it would be challenging to measure the exact conductivity contribution of each 

individual ion in water. However, the overall conductivity of the permeate after DCMD 

can still be estimated using a conductivity meter. This meter helps estimate the amount of 
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charged particles for all different types of remaining salts in the distilled water after the 

experiment. Here, the lowest permeate conductivities were obtained for PS-MD: 1.2 µS/cm 

and 1.0 µS/cm for varying feed concentrations with conductivities of 100 mS/cm and 50 

mS/cm, respectively. This confirms an enhanced water quality of 99% as listed in Figures 

14 and 15 . 
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Figure 11. SEM Micrographs for PS membranes before and after DCMD. 
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Figure 12. The relation between Permeate Flux and Contact Angle values after DCMD. 
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Figure 13. Permeate Conductivity and Permeate flux for each membrane after DCMD. 

Figure 14. Permeate conductivity of membranes after DCMD. 
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Previous studies reported that at low inlet feed temperatures, the electrospun PS 

membranes displayed trivial change in the permeate conductivity. This is because the 

temperature difference in the middle of the hot and cold spots of the thermal and permeate 

regions in the MD process is not large enough to cause any vapor to move within the pores 

of the membrane to the colder side of the MD cell. Not only would higher inlet 

temperatures lead to significant increase in the permeates conductivity, but it also results 

in enhanced water quality [150].  

4.1.5 Salt rejection 

Another way of measuring the performance of the DCMD system as whole is 

through evaluating its salt rejection. Higher salt rejections indicate the removal of salt 

contaminants in greater quantities. Hence, this guarantees that the used membrane 

distillation system is functioning effectively. In this study, the calculated salt rejection 

values reached as high as 98% and 99% for high and low feed concentrations, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Trend showing relation between the conductivity and rejection rate after DCMD
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Table 9: Optimum salt rejection and permeate fluxes from recent studies in DCMD configuration only 

Membran
e type 

Membrane 
fabrication 

Membran
e 
thickness 
[μm] 

Mea
n 
pore 
size 
[μm] 

Feed 
type 

Feed 
conc. 
[ppm] 

Feed 
flowrat
e 
[L/min] 

Feed inlet 
temperatur
e [oC] 

Distillate 
inlet 
temperatur
e 
[oC] 

Salt 
Rejectio
n 
[%] 

Perme
ate 
Flux 
[LMH
] 

Ref. 

PTFE Commercial 175 0.22 Syntheti
c brine 

70,00
0 

1.5 60 20 - 23.1 [146] 

175 0.22 58,00
0 

1.5 70 30 99.9 - [151] 

72.94 1.0 75,50
0 

0.03 60 20 98.0 4.08 This 
work 

102.62 3.0 0.03 60 20 96.0 11.05 

72.94 1.0 25,20
0 

0.03 60 20 98.1 4.85 
102.62 3.0 0.03 60 20 98.0 15.95 

175 0.22 Sea 
water 

41,60
0 

1.5 70 30 99.9 - [151] 

PVDF 
 

Commercial 110 0.22 3.5% 
NaCl 

- 0.07 60 20 99.98 22 [136] 

Electrospinnin
g 

42 0.21 3.5% 
NaCl 

- 0.07 50 20 - 20.6 [46] 

110 0.26 1% 
NaCl 

- 0.32 50 24 98 20-22 [67] 

27-58 - 10% 
NaCl 

- 0.31 65 20 - 10-30 [152] 

PS Electrospinnin
g 

147 0.44 Sea 
water 

- 0.2 70 17 - 24.9 [24] 

- - 20% 
NaCl 

- 0.6 60 20 99.99 60.1 [153] 

136.97 5.2 Syntheti
c brine 

25,20
0 

0.03 60 20 98.8 11.68 This 
work 
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4.2 Pilot-scale investigation and membrane fouling effect on DCMD performance using 

synthetic brine 

This section explores the operation of an innovative direct contact membrane 

distillation pilot unit, which can be scaled up for industrial applications. The investigation 

of long-term MD processes at large-scale is crucial to assess the energy performance of the 

whole system. This is because, in actual desalination plants, MD systems are operated 

continuously for extended periods, during which various factors can impact their energy 

efficiency. For instance, membrane fouling can occur over time, reducing the performance 

of the system and increasing energy consumption. Similarly, changes in the feedwater 

quality or operating conditions can also affect the system's energy performance. 

Conventional bench-scale DCMD modules are insufficient for this purpose. For this 

reason, the research findings from this work may pave the way for implementing this cost-

effective membrane technology for the desalination of real wastewater in industrial 

desalination plants and improve their overall energy efficiency. Polyethylene membranes 

have been used for all the tests at optimum process conditions, with emphasis on the effect 

of varying brine concentrations on its energetic performance, and with a closer outlook on 

the effect of membrane fouling over long periods of time. This study will be used as a 

benchmark for the next section of this thesis. 

4.2.1 Effect of long-term Pilot-scale test on membrane surface analysis 

All membranes were dried immediately after removal from the DCMD pilot unit. 

Although pore wetting did not partially occur, the organic foulant has passed through the 

hydrophobic membrane leading to the proposal of an adsorption–desorption foulant 

migration mechanism. Despite the high hydrophobicity of polyethylene, there was a 
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significant rise in the deposition of salt particles on the membrane’s feed side due to the 

immediate contact between the brine and membrane surface at harsh fouling operating 

parameters. SEM images for the membrane’s feed side were taken every 20 h during the 

entire duration of the experiment (Figure 16).  

It was confirmed that the amount of foulants penetrating through the membrane is 

largely dependent upon the adsorption strength of the membrane material. As a result, it 

hinders the membrane’s functionality in terms of the formation of cake layers and clogging 

of pores [154][155]. This can be clearly seen in the zoomed-in SEM images in Figure 17, 

where larger cake layers were formed due to the use of highly concentrated feed (C1) in 

comparison to less concentrated feed (C2). The formation of cakey layers and foulant 

depositions (also known as membrane scaling) can be avoided by physically eliminating 

the crystals deposited on the surface of the membrane, which often leads to the blockage 

of pores [111]. Recent MD studies have demonstrated that Humic acid (HA) aggregates 

play a major role in the fouling process [156–160]. Hence, it was important to study the 

HA fouling effect on PE in our pilot DCMD system using synthesized thermal brine that 

mimics industrial wastewater in the GCC region.  
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Figure 16. SEM images for PE membranes after (a) 20, (b) 40, (c) 60, (d) 80, and (e) 100 hours of pilot-scale DCMD tests using 

different feed concentrations. 
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Figure 17. Magnified SEM images for PE membranes after 100 h at different 

concentrations immediately after pilot-scale MD tests. 

According to Nthunya et al. [161], high porosity of superhydrophobic membranes 

were evident from the SEM micrographs where highly distributed voids were detected. 

High porosity in membranes is due to the slow demixing rate during phase separation. 

Membranes with high porosity tend to reduce their mechanical strength, which could 

potentially impact their overall performance. The presence of a hydrophilic coating layer 

on the membrane can help decrease the pore wetting and colloidal fouling.  

To further confirm the surface morphology with respect to increasing the duration 

of the pilot process, AFM inspection was conducted for the feed side of the membranes 

that were continuously exposed to the concentrated brine. The surface topography of the 

commercial polyethylene membranes was denoted in Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure 20, at 

scan rates of 1.0 Hz and scan sizes of 20 µm and 5 µm, respectively. The root-mean-square 
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(RMS) roughness parameter was used as an indication of the material’s surface roughness 

[162]. 

The measured RMS values for all membranes prior to DCMD was 81.39 nm 

(Figure 18). The surface roughness increased after 40 h of continuous testing, reaching a 

value of 213.1 nm (Figure 19). A further increase in the RMS value was noted after 100 h 

of testing with a maximum roughness value of 357.1 nm (Figure 20). The incremental 

increase is attributed to the accumulation of salt molecules and thereby the fouling of the 

membrane surface. Similar data trends were observed in previous studies [142,163].  
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Figure 18. AFM images for PE membranes before pilot-scale DCMD tests. 
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Figure 19. AFM images for PE membranes after 40 hours of pilot-scale DCMD tests. 
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Figure 20. AFM images for PE membranes after 100 hours of pilot-scale DCMD tests. 
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4.2.2 Effect of long-term Pilot-scale test on membrane wettability 

During an MD operation, pore wetting is one significant issue that causes failure of 

the whole operation. During the desalination of synthetic brine, the hydrophobic tails of 

the existing amphiphilic molecules become interconnected with the hydrophobic 

membrane pore surface. This leaves the hydrophilic head exposed and thereby renders the 

hydrophilicity of the membrane pores. Hence, this instantly impacts the membrane wetting 

properties revealed in Figure 21a. 

At higher feed concentration, a much higher reduction was shown throughout the 

whole duration of MD pilot testing. A 4.3% loss in hydrophobicity was noted after the first 

20 h, followed by a total of 94% reduction after the 100 h of testing was completed. In 

contrast, at a lower concentration, a lower drop of 2.6% was observed after the first 20 h, 

followed by a 37% decrease in the contact angle measurements. This huge reduction in the 

membrane’s wetting behaviour for C1 compared with C2 emphasizes that, due to long 

periods of immediate exposure to highly concentrated feed, its pores have already become 

saturated with chemical compounds and salts, causing an increase in adhesive forces 

between the water molecules and the polyethylene molecules on the membrane surface.  

These adhesive forces become greater than the cohesive forces within the water 

molecules. The existence of surfactants and organic compounds in the brine is a major 

contributor to pore wetting of the membranes was studied thoroughly in previous studies 

[164]. This significant absorption of brine into the membrane pores has thereby 

undermined the salt rejection rates denoted over a long period of time, as seen in Figure 

21b.  
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Similar to wettability analysis, the drop percentage in salt rejection rates showed a 

linearly proportional relation with feed concentration. The evaluation of salt rejection rates 

in membrane distillation studies is actually complicated and requires a systematic approach 

due to many determining factors. This includes the feed solution, membrane properties, 

and operating process conditions [165]. In this work, the only changing variable was the 

feed solution, while other factors remained fixed. The interplay between various factors 

that affect salt rejection in membrane distillation is dependent on whether the feed solution 

involves inorganic salts and organics. 

The presence of high amounts of salts and chemicals in the higher feed solution 

resulted in a higher potential for membrane scaling. Hence, a denser fouling layer at the 

membrane surface was produced, which therefore lowered the liquid surface tension and 

reduced the salt rejection compared to the moderate saline feed. The reduction in salt 

rejection rates for higher concentration feed was 21% in comparison with the lower ones 

of 2.3% during the entire MD operation process. This was visually reflected in Figure 22, 

showing the buildup of dense cake as confirmed by Vigneswaran and Kwon [147].  
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Figure 21. Contact angles (a) and salt rejections (b) of tested PE membranes during 

longtime DCMD operation at pilot scale. 
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Figure 22. Images of PE membranes after 100 h of DCMD tests at concentrations of C1 

and C2, (a) 75,500 and (b) 25,200 ppm, respectively. 

4.2.3 Effect of long-term Pilot-scale test on permeate flux 

In all MD operations, successful membranes are the ones that show enhanced 

performance over a long period of time with high stability. In this work, the commercial 

PE membranes were tested at equal permeate and feed flow rates of 70 LPH with effective 

areas of 0.01 m2 and were noticeably affected by the 100-h experiment. The effect of 

varying concentrations on the water flux can be clearly seen in Figure 23, where both types 

of concentrated brines have eventually yielded a significant decline. The higher brine 

concentration of 75,500 ppm showed a rapid 20% flux reduction compared to the 25,200 

ppm brine with only 3% reduction after the first 20 h. Similarly, after 100 h of intensive 

pilot-scale MD operation, the flux decline was nearly 90% and 80% for the highest and 

lowest feed concentrations, respectively. The decline in flux for C2 after 80 h of continuous 
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MD operation indicates that, at given operating parameters, the membrane was no longer 

able to maintain its hydrophobicity with time. This caused a collapse of membrane pores 

leading to pore blockage. This comes into agreement with previous studies where the flux 

reduction was majorly due to intensified velocity on both sides of the membrane that 

consequently led to pore wetting [25].  

Moreover, a decline in permeate flux may also be attributed to membrane fouling 

over long durations of MD tests [18]. Furthermore, the reduction in water vapor pressure 

caused by continuous exposure to highly concentrated feed led to the decline in the 

permeate flux. 

Zuo et al. [166] tested the durability of PE membranes at long-term operating 

conditions using a 3.5 wt% NaCl feed solution at constant operating process parameters. 

A high flux (123.0 L/m2·h) was achieved at a high membrane thickness of 50 µm. 

McGaughey et al. [167] used commercial PTFE membranes using a bench-scale DCMD 

system designed for continuous long-term operation and showed that maintaining 

distillate-side hydrophobicity and/or internal hydrophobicity may be more important for 

long-term performance in an MD system. Another study by Mansour and Hasan [168] 

utilized real rejected brine using a pilot-scale DCMD unit. Each experiment lasted for 4 h. 

There was a 69% decline in the flux due to fouling formation with an optimum permeate 

flux and salt rejection of 16.7 LMH and 99.5%, respectively.  
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Figure 23. The effect of brine concentration on the permeate flux at longtime DCMD 

operations. 
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4.2.4 Effect of long-term Pilot-scale test on fouling behaviour 

When a solution containing foulants is used as feed, a fouling layer is formed on 

the membrane surface by foulants deposition [169]. Crystals formed following MD 

applications lead to clogging of membrane pores and continue to grow within the pores, 

which allows penetration of foulants from the feed through the membrane leading to 

membrane wetting. Actually, the adsorption of foulants onto the surface or inside the pores 

of the membrane causes a rapid decline in the membrane flux, hindering the overall MD 

performance resulting in direct contamination of the permeate [14,40,47].  

As depicted in Figure 24, at concentrations exceeding 25 ppm, the measured 

concentration reached 0.013 ppm with minimal change even at increasing foulant 

concentration up to 45 ppm. This indicates that a small change in the foulant’s 

concentration will result in a significant change in fouling behaviour on the membrane’s 

surface during the microfiltration process. In this work, the rejection rates of the HA foulant 

exceeded 98.5%. Similarly, Khayet et al. reported at least 96% of Humic Acid rejection 

using commercial PVDF membranes [170]. Previous studies have also reported similar 

findings [154]. As seen in Figure 25, the fouling flux became much less than that of pure 

water flux. Such fouling behavior is largely dependent upon the consecutive absorption 

and deposition of HA particles onto the membrane surface [171].  
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Figure 24. Humic Acid rejection rates at different foulant feed concentrations  
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Figure 25. Calculated fouling fluxes at optimum HA foulant concentrations. 
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At increasing foulant concentrations, the foulant flux significantly declined by 

21%, 47%, and 51%, respectively (Figure 25b). As confirmed by Cho et al., It was 

demonstrated that Humic Acid enhanced CaCO3 deposition on the membrane surfaces, 

thereby expediting the scaling phenomenon [172]. Similarly, previous studies have shown 

that HA fouling of membranes causes a rapid and irreversible loss of flux through the 

membrane, which limits the successful application in water or wastewater treatment 

technologies [173][174]. However, interestingly in this study, the irreversible fouling ratio 

was only 4.5% for the 45 ppm compared to 14% for the 15 ppm of HA feed.  

This implies that in our pilot MD system, hydraulic cleaning is not much needed 

for the elimination of HA adsorbed on the membrane. This also comes into agreement with 

the high flux recovery and reversible fouling ratios reaching up to 95% and 52%, 

respectively, at higher HA concentrations (Figure 26). This indicates that only water 

flushing would be sufficient for foulant removal in our MD pilot unit, as visually proven 

in Figure 27a–c. In fact, the increased Rr of membranes at increasing HA concentrations 

created a reversible adhesion between the polyethylene membrane surface and the HA 

molecules [173].  
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Figure 26. Calculated fouling ratios at increasing HA concentrations of 15, 25, and 45 

ppm. 
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Figure 27. Visual effect of HA foulant on the membrane surface; (a) after the first wash 

with DI feed, (b) application of HA feed, (c) washing the foulant off the membrane using 

DI feed. 

Srisurichan et al.[175] studied the fouling mechanism of hydrophobic PVDF 

membranes and used the cake filtration model to describe the HA aggregates on the 

membranes. The rise in total resistance was attributed to the existence of fouling layer 

resistance which significantly increased over time. Hence, a critical parameter to consider 

in terms of examining the anti-fouling performance against the membrane surface would 

be the adhesion forces at the interfaces [176][177]. As confirmed previously, with 

increasing feed concentrations, the electrostatic repulsive forces of HA with both HA and 

PE membranes promote the accumulation of the HA molecules resulting in a denser HA 

fouling layer on the membrane.  

 

4.3 Optimization approach using mathematical modelling to investigate the effect of 

porosity on mass and heat transfer properties 
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This section aims to investigate the impact of porosity on combined heat and mass 

transfer properties in direct contact membrane distillation to improve the overall energy 

performance of the system using polystyrene membranes. To date, present literature has 

not yet explored the desalination potential of electropsun polystyrene membranes in 

DCMD at pilot scale.  In addition, this work introduces machine learning (ML) and 

artificial intelligence (AI) to optimize the membrane surface temperature and provide 

insights into how the porous structure of polystyrene membranes affects the efficiency of 

the entire DCMD system. The study offers computational predictions to achieve maximum 

thermal and evaporation efficiency at the membrane surface temperature in the feed and 

temperature boundary regions. The accuracy of the theoretical model was enhanced 

through the utilization of optimization methods using Python. The data was simulated using 

python to find the membrane surface temperatures using the concept of iteration. Since 

most simulation models are performed on the basis of experimental work [12,13], in the 

DCMD pilot unit, experimental feed/permeate flow 40 LPH was used in the predictions to 

evaluate the optimum permeate flux at fixed inlet feed and permeate temperatures of 70 oC 

and 20 oC, respectively.  

4.3.1 Theoretical vs predicted flux 

From Table 10, an increase in Teflon percentage from 0.1% to 0.5% lead to slight 

reduction in experimental permeate flux by 1.8%.  This decrease in permeate flux is 

attributed to the increase in membrane thickness from 190 µm to 199 µm. Furthermore, at 

a fixed porosity of 94%, the flux was enhanced by 2.7% and 0.44% with an addition of 1% 

for polystyrene membranes with 157 µm and 131 µm thicknesses, respectively. It can be 
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observed that the optimum flux has been achieved for the membrane at 14.05 LMH. This 

value is relatively higher than other membranes in DCMD as mentioned in literature and 

listed in Table 11. This is attributed to the presence of PTFE beads that acted as a template 

for the formation pores in the membrane, leading to an increase in its porosity. A membrane 

with a high porosity will have a larger surface area available for heat transfer, which 

thereby improves the efficiency of the process. 

Table 10. Experimental, theoretical, and predicted permeate flux of polystyrene 

membranes at controlled paramters of Tbf=60 oC and Tbp= 20 oC. 

Porosity Thickness (µm) Jexp  

(LMH) 

Jtheoretical 

 (LMH) 

Error 

(%) 

Jpredicted 
(LMH) 

Error 

(%) 

0.77 190 13.68 12.9032 6 15.24 11 

0.89 199 13.43 11.5563 14 15.15 13 

0.94 157 14.05 12.1535 13 15.26 9 

0.94 131 13.74 13.1158 5 14.84 8 

 

At the same time, a membrane with a high porosity may also be less durable and be 

highly wettable. Therefore, it is very important to optimize the porosity of the membrane 

in order to achieve improved desalination performance. Similar to previous studies, an 

optimized numerical model was used to evaluate the the experimental values of the 

membrane/liquid interface temperatures, the thermal effeieicncy of the system as well as 

the evaporation efficiency [178][116]. The predicted flux resulted in a similar trend as the 

experimental values. Nontheless, the theoretical flux showed a comparatively high error of 

13% with that of experimental. This is because the applied theoretical model investigated 

a wider range of applicaibilities leading to a higher propbalibity of error in the obtained 
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flux, as presented in Figure 28. For this reason, optimization was perfomed using python 

in order to account for the variation of the surface membrane temperatures at both feed and 

permeate sides to accurately predict the flux.  

From the depicted results in Figure 29, it can be noticed that there is a linear 

relationship between the permeate flux and the bulk feed temperature, and that can be seen 

by looking at the 89% porosity, as the bulk feed temperature increases from 60 oC to 70 oC 

and from 70 oC to 80 oC, the permeate flux increases from almost (11.9 to 14) LMH and 

from (14 to 16.2) LMH, respectively. Also, results show that there is no direct relationship 

between the increase of flux and the increase of membrane porosity, as for example the 

lowest porosity does not correspond with the lowest permeate flux, which means that the 

increase of flux is not proportional with the increase of the porosity. The same conclusion 

can be applied to the relation between the permeate flux and membrane thickness. It is 

worth mentioning that the lowest experimental flux was noticed at the largest thickness 

which is 199 μm at a porosity of 89%. However, the optimum flux was achieved at the 

highest porosity with slightly higher thickness which is 157 μm.  
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Figure 28. Experimental and numerical validation of the permeate flux for electropsun 

polystyrene membranes in DCMD. 
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Figure 29. Relation of changing bulk feed temperature on membrane porosity and membrane thickness at Tb,p of (a) 20 oC, (b) 

25 oC, and (c) 30 oC.  
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Table 11. Comparison between the predicted flux in this work with various experimental 

performance for different membranes existing in the literature. 

 
 

Membrane Feed 
Temperature 
(℃) 

Feed 
Concentration 
(g/L) 

Feed 
Flow Rate 

(L/min) 

Experimental 
Flux 

(𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋) 

Ref. 

PVDF 50 35 0.6 21 [141] 

80 0.45 6 51.5 [179] 

PTFE 40-90 4.65 0.14-100 55-72 [180] 

60 Seawater 4.5 45.5 [181] 

38 Various 11-22 2-5 [182] 

60 Synthetic brine 0.03 4.85-15.95 [25] 

PTFE-PP 60 30 0.04 12.2 [183] 

PVDF-
PTFE 

60 20 0.5 19 [184] 

PP 40-60 - 0.5-1.7 5-25 [185] 

PE 80 3.5 1.5 123 [166] 

70 Synthetic brine 1.2 122.2 [186] 

PS 60 Synthetic brine 0.03 2.9-11.68 [25] 

PS-PS 65 7 0.05 8.1 [26] 

PS-AC 65 7 0.05 6.3 [26] 

PS-PTFE 60-80 Synthetic brine 1.5 13.68-14.05 Present 
work 

PS-PTFE 60-80 15 1.5 Predicted flux 
14.84-15.26 

Present 
work 
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4.3.2 Effect of porosity on the thermal efficiency 

At a low membrane porosity of 77%, the membrane showed a minimum thermal 

efficiency at all varying bulk feed temperatures. With a 15% increase in membrane 

porosity, a higher amount of water vapor was allowed to be transported across the 

membrane leading to more heat being exchanged between the two sides of the polystyrene 

membrane. This resulted in a 14.6% increase in thermal efficiency. Similarly, as depicted 

in Figure 30, a maximum thermal efficiency of 63% was reached when increasing the 

membrane porosity by 22%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30. Effect of bulk temperatures on the thermal efficiency in DCMD.  
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Interestingly, at equal membrane porosity of 94%, increasing the membrane 

thickness by 14.5% resulted in a thermal efficiency drop by 4%. MD membranes with 

higher thickness have a higher thermal resistance, which hinders the heat transfer between 

both the hot and cold streams. This results in a lower temperature driving force across the 

membrane, which decreases the rate of mass transfer and reduces the thermal efficiency of 

the MD process [187]. Moreover, thermal efficiency of polystyrene membranes in DCMD 

is majorly affected by membrane fouling. As previously demonstrated, the accumulation 

of salt particles takes place on the membrane surface coming from the synthetic feed [25].  

4.3.3 Effect of porosity on the evaporation efficiency 

Membrane porosity shows to have a significant effect on evaporation efficiency 

with respect to changing bulk permeate and feed temperatures. A rise in the porosity from 

77% to 89% resulted in a 5% increase in evaporation efficiency. Higher porosities allow 

for more efficient evaporation since there becomes a larger surface area available for water 

vapor to pass through. However, as the porosity continued to increase up to 94%, the ability 

of the membrane to properly reject the dissolved solutes, coming from the feed solution, 

decreased. This negatively impacts the evaporation efficiency and dropped it substantially 

by 5% (Figure 31). 

As per the results of this work, as the porosity of the polystyrene membrane 

increases beyond 89%, the increased surface area for the evaporation becomes offset by 

the decrease in the solute rejection, resulting in a decrease in evaporation efficiency. In 

Figure 32 a-c, the relation between membrane porosity, thickness and bulk permeate 

temperature is illustrated. Taking the 60 Co bulk feed temperature as an example, the 
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maximum permeate flux can be observed at a porosity of 94% with a thickness of 133 μm, 

the second highest permeate can be observed at a porosity of 77% with a thickness of 190 

μm, and the third highest permeate flux can be observed at a porosity of 94% with a 

thickness of 156.6 μm, and the lowest permeate flux can be observed at a porosity of 89% 

with a thickness of 199 μm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31. Effect of bulk temperatures on the evaporation efficiency in DCMD. 
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With an increase in bulk feed temperatures, the permeate flux increased by 51% 

due to the increase in vaporization of synthetic brine at higher temperatures [115]. This 

comes in accordance with Antoine’s equation where the vapor pressure exponentially rises 

with an increase in feed temperature resulting in a rise in the permeate flux and enhances 

the overall MD process efficiency [188].  
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Figure 32. Permeate flux vs. thermal efficiency and evaporation efficiency of polystyrene membrane at Tb,p =20 oC  and Tb,f = 

60-80 oC, from (a)-(c), respectively. 
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Ni et al. investigated the effect of membrane characteristics of different membrane 

materials [189]. The study showed that with a decrease in membrane thickness, the 

permeate flux could be enhanced until a certain limit is reached. This limit is the threshold 

where permeate flux is no longer improved. Theoretically, based on literature, a reduction 

in thickness results in continuous increase in the permeate flux. However, this is not the 

case in experimental investigation. Once threshold is reached, the efficiency in membrane 

separation starts to decrease. Park and Lee investigated the energy efficiency in a pilot-

scale DCMD system for hollow fiber modules [102]. The study showed that the thermal 

efficiencies for different MD modules cannot be directly compared in terms of flux.   

Figure 33 demonstrates the relation between the permeate flux and membrane 

porosity by taking into consideration the change in the bulk permeate and bulk feed 

temperatures. At a constant porosity of 77% and a constant bulk permeate temperature of 

20 oC, it can be observed that permeate flux is increasing as the feed bulk temperature is 

increasing from 60 oC to 80 oC. the same trend can be observed for the bulk permeate 

temperatures of 25 oC and 30 oC, and for the rest of porosities as well. At constant porosity 

and bulk feed temperature, a decreasing trend with respect to the permeate flux can be 

noticed. Looking at the 77% porosity membrane, the permeate flux decreased from 30 to 

9 LMH when the bulk permeate temperature increased from 20 oC to 30 oC. 
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Figure 33. Effect of change in membrane porosity on permeate flux in DCMD.  
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Figure 34. Mass transfer coefficient with respect to change in bulk feed and permeate temperature at (a) Tb,p =20 oC, (b) Tb,p =25 
oC, and Tb,p =30 oC. 
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4.3.4 Effect of porosity on the mass transfer coefficient 

On the other hand, the design and manufacturing of various separation tools are 

usually quantified by the mass transfer coefficient. It is basically the function of of MD 

configuration, membrane temperature, and membrane characteristics [190]. From Figure 

34(a) it can be seen that at a constant permeate flux and pore diameter the mass transfer 

coefficient values were decreased with the increase of the mean average temperature.  The 

maximum mass transfer coefficient value occurred at the highest permeate flux of 94% 

with a pore diameter of 0.0276 μm, and the lowest mass transfer coefficient occurred at a 

permeate flux of 89% with a pore diameter of 0.0131 μm. Thus, it can be noticed that there 

is no direct relationship between the increase of the permeate flux, pore size diameter and 

the variation of the mass transfer coefficient. The same conclusion can be made for Figure 

22 (b and c).  

In Figure 34 (b and c), the bulk permeate temperature has been increased from 20℃, 

to 25℃ and 30 ℃. Looking at the membrane with a 94% permeate flux with a pore diameter 

0.0276 m at 40 ℃  mean average temperature, as the temperature increase from 20℃ to 

25℃ and from 25℃ to 30 ℃, the mass transfer coefficient decreases from 7.7× 10−4 pa. s 

to 7.0× 10−4 pa. s, and from 7.0× 10−4 pa. s to 6.4× 10−4 pa. s. And this is due to the fact 

that an increase in temperature can cause the fluid in the pores to become more viscous, 

which can lower the mass transfer coefficient. This occurs since the fluid becomes more 

resistant to flow, and also the diffusion through the pores becomes more difficult. 
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4.4 Comprehensive evaluation of desalination performance and energy efficiency of 

pilot-scale DCMD system 

This section contributes directly to the development of cost-effective and 

sustainable MD technologies in the region. However, its energy efficiency and long-term 

performance in practical applications are still unclear. the long-term performance of a 

DCMD system can also be affected by the accumulation of fouling or scaling on the 

membrane surface. This can drastically reduce the system's performance over time, leading 

to increased energy consumption. Additionally, changes in the feedwater quality or 

operating conditions can also impact the system's long-term performance, further 

complicating its evaluation. Hence, an overview on the energy performance is highlighted 

providing valuable insights into the potential of DCMD as a viable desalination technology. 

4.4.1 Specific Electrical Energy Consumption (SEEC) of DCMD Pilot Unit 

As a result of membrane fouling, there is a rapid increase in the optimum energy required 

for desalination either by decreasing productivity (flux) or increasing the required driving 

force [191]. Over the period of 100 h of continuous MD process, a positive linear 

relationship between both SEEC and the number of operating hours can be noted in Figure 

35. This was an expected behavior as more electrical energy is required to provide more 

power for the entire duration of MD. Currently, the industry is focusing on using equipment 

with minimal usage of power at the pilot level [192]; however, the challenge still arises in 

the uncertainties of the energy usage within the specific boundaries of the entire MD pilot 

unit. Assuming continuing operation over a minimum of 20 h per day, the total electrical 
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energy consumption for one pump, including pilot unit capacity, would be 131.01 kWh. 

Moreover, since the operation of MD at a large scale is performed based on two pumps for 

both the heating feed and cooling permeate tanks, then the total specific electrical energy 

consumed for the whole pilot unit would be 138.61 kWh/m3.  

4.4.2 Specific Thermal Energy Consumption (STEC) of DCMD Pilot Unit 

Generally, in DCMD, the pumps, electrical heating inside the feed tank, and 

external water coolant running through the coolant spiral inside the distillate tank, all lead 

to the consumption of electrical energy. In Figure 36, the overall heat input raised, resulting 

in an increase in the pilot system’s STEC from starting points of 35.51 and 43.667 kWh/m3, 

for C2 and C1, respectively. This agrees with some findings in the literature [193].  
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Figure 35. Specific electrical energy consumption calculated over time for MD pilot unit. 
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Figure 36. Influence of different feed concentrations on specific thermal energy 

consumption in pilot scale. 
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Feed salinity plays a significant role in determining the thermal energy 

consumption of an MD system. With the reduction in feed concentration, as presented in 

Figure 37a, there was a 19% drop in STEC after the first 20 h. The total reduction in STEC 

at higher feed concentrations was greater than that of lower concentrations, with 37% and 

21%, respectively. This was due to the direct effect of feed salinity on the viscosity and 

mobility of the stream passing through the membrane, which in turn affects the vapor 

pressure of the solution [19]. In this work, the feed and permeate inlet temperatures were 

fixed at TFin = 70 °C, TPin = 20 °C, respectively. The flowrates of QF = QP = 70 LPH were 

equal for both the feed and permeate streams, respectively. The specific heat capacity was 

assumed constant in the whole pilot system. The minimal values of the STEC between 40 

and 90 h of continuous DCMD pilot operation were reached as a result of the fouling effect 

on the system’s thermal performance. The formation of the fouling layers on the membrane 

surface raised the overall membrane thermal resistance and lowered its overall heat transfer 

coefficient. 

As depicted earlier, as a function of operating time, an increase in the attachment 

of foulants onto the membrane surface took place. In the presence of inorganic compounds 

and chemical substances, both high ionic strength and large particles concentrations 

increased the membrane fouling to an extent where water flux rapidly declined. At fixed 

inlet conditions, the increased buildup of the fouling layers acted as extra resistance to heat 

transfer and hindered the effectuality of the pilot system. This, in turn, intensified the 

amount of consumed energy in the pilot system; hence the STEC value increased. 

Interestingly, the total SEC reduction after 100 h of pilot operation at lower feed 

concentration was only 3% compared to that of 15% at higher concentration (Figure 37). 
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 The depicted outcomes provided a better insight into the relationship between 

membrane fouling and specific energy consumption. Previous studies have worked on the 

reduction in energy consumption and thus improving the thermal efficiency of the MD 

operation by linking the DCMD with a whole heat exchanger for latent heat recovery [194] 

and by brine recycling for water recovery purposes [195], where optimization between feed 

and distillate flow rates is necessary for lower energy consumption.  

  Table 12 lists the findings of this work and compares them with previous attempts 

on DCMD systems using different types of membranes at different operating parameters. 

Despite the large unit capacity of our system, we were still able to achieve an optimum 

specific energy consumption of 107.1 kWh/m3 and 90.8 kWh/m3 after 20 h and 100 h of 

membrane exposure to different feed concentrations, respectively. This signifies an 

optimum energetic performance for the DCMD pilot unit used in this study. However, the 

lack of clarity on whether only the energy used by the main equipment should be included 

or excluded in the analyses is one form of arising uncertainties, especially at the process 

level [196]. Thus, comparing the results of this work effectively with other studies is 

challenging [51].  

 

4.4.3 Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) of DCMD Pilot Unit 

SEC is generally used for benchmarking energy use in industrial processes to 

compare and evaluate the overall MD energy performance. The age of equipment and the 

capacity of the pilot unit are a few factors that influence the SEC. For instance, while newer 

equipment is more likely to be more energy-efficient compared to older equipment, it may 

require several years for optimization of newly installed equipment. 
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Figure 37. Influence of different feed concentrations on specific energy consumption in 

pilot scale. 
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Table 12: PWP and SEC values recorded in previous studies for DCMD systems only 

Membrane Feed Type 

Temperature Inlets 
[°C] Duration 

of MD  
[hours] 

PWP 
[LMH] 

SEC 
[kWh/m3] 

Plant 
Capacity 

[m3/h] 
Ref 

Feed Permeate 

PP 
Distilled 

Water 
59.2 14.3 3 56.2  

3550–

4580 
- [197] 

PVDF 
Simulated 

RO Brine 
80 30 - 

10.80–

12.6 
130–1700 - [198] 

PTFE Wastewater 60 18-21 840–1800 2–5  1500 3.85 [104] 

PE 
Synthetic 

Brine 
70 20 

20 122.2 107.1 
207.31 

This 

work 100  12.6 90.8 

This work showed optimum SEC achieved with higher permeabilities at much 

lower MD duration in comparison with other systems operating at higher times and at lower 

unit capacities. This variation can be attributed to many factors, such as the location, size, 

and rate of permeate production used for an MD pilot system [199–201]. The considerably 

high amounts of energy consumption (ranging from 95.3 kWh/m3 to 107.1 kWh/m3) that 

are required to produce permeate with drinking water standards signify the importance of 

utilizing low-grade thermal energy by creating a hybrid MD-integrated system that 

outperforms other desalination systems. Results obtained from this work can create a solid 

basis to identify ways of enhancement in the energy efficiency for full-scale industrial 

processes.  
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4.4.4 Statistical correlation  

One of the main statistical measuring elements was used in this study to better investigate 

the strength of the linear relationships of all data sets. The Pearson Correlation was used 

as per the following equation [202]: 

𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝜇𝜇(𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵) =  
𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅(𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵)

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑.𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣 𝐴𝐴 × 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑.𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣 𝐵𝐵
 (39) 

In this study, the outcome of all correlations is plotted in Figure 33. The correlation 

results suggest that the permeate flux is greatly affected by the percentage of salt rejection 

(Figure 38a) as well as the water contact angle of the membrane (Figure 38b), with 

coefficients of 0.963 and 0.919, respectively. Furthermore, a moderate positive correlation 

was found for the plot relating CA with SEC (Figure 38d). However, a weak correlation 

factor of 0.359 was depicted for the flux with respect to STEC (Figure 38c). This may 

prove that there is a nonlinear relationship between both parameters but does not 

necessarily imply that there is no relationship between both sets of data. In fact, despite the 

low correlation, a directly proportional relation can still be seen at 40 h and beyond the 

whole duration of the DCMD process. Generally, the outcomes of this work have not 

shown any negative correlation coefficients, which proves that all sets of data obtained 

from this study are moving in the same linear direction. The coefficient of determination 

(R2) was also calculated, showing a data-relation magnitude ranging from 0.768 to 0.993. 

This showed a high variance proportion in the dependent variables predicted from the 

independent variables [203].  
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Figure 38. The correlations of the calculated water flux with (a) salt rejection, (b) contact 

angle, (c) specific energy consumption, and (d) the correlation of the contact angle with 

the specific energy consumption. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work, we have successfully investigated viability of utilizing the 

tested electrospun polystyrene membranes in clean water production. Summarized data 

showed that these membranes may act as active components in existing desalination 

technologies and assist in the generation of fresh water. The process conditions the DCMD 

bench scale system was optimized is such a way that high salt rejections up to 99% were 

achieved and at the same time membrane wetting was avoided. The calculated salt rejection 

values reached as high as 98% and 99% for high and low feed concentrations, respectively. 

Overall, a significant change was noted when reducing the feed’s salt concentration to 

almost the half showing higher permeate fluxes of 15.95 LMH and 11.68 LMH for PTFE 

and PS membranes, respectively. The results were comparable with that of commercial 

membranes.  

Furthermore, long-term performance of a pilot DCMD system was investigated in 

this study for polyethylene membranes and has shown high energetic performance at 

different salinity levels of the synthetic brine. High flux recovery ratios of 86%, 94%, and 

95% were depicted at increasing fouling concentrations of 15, 25, and 45 ppm, 

respectively. However, after 40 h of direct membrane exposure with the feed, the humic 

acid foulant particles on the membrane surface started to form cake layers causing a decline 

in the permeate flux. Towards the end of the entire DCMD operation of 100 h, the fouling 

pattern became evenly spread within the grains of the membrane, reducing its pore size and 

therefore leading to pore wetting.  

As a basis of this work, and based on the effective process conditions used for 

testing polyethylene membranes, the electrospun polystyrene were then used in the DCMD 
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pilot unit to further investigate its desalination performance at larger scale. Supported by 

the experimental findings, an optimized iterative method was used to minimize the error 

between the initial estimate of surface membrane temperature and the actual values, 

allowing them to predict the temperature accurately in each experiment. The prediction 

model used in this study was effective in predicting the permeate flux as results have shown 

good agreement between the experimental results and the optimization model with an error 

between 8-13 %. Theoretical modelling data points showed that at higher temperature 

difference between the feed and permeate sides, the greater was the vapor pressure 

difference, resulting in an increased permeate flux, until a threshold is reached, and the flux 

stops improving. This lead to a reduction in thermal and evaporation efficiencies by 4% 

and 5%, respectively. Further investigations on how heat loss minimization should be 

carried out experimentally for consideration in larger scale applications.  

To address the current research gap, the outcomes of this study align with the latest 

innovative wastewater technologies and play a significant role in investigating the impact 

of synthetic brine on synthesized polystyrene and commercial polyethylene membranes 

using a high-tech pilot-scale DCMD unit, emphasizing the effects of varying brine 

concentrations on its energetic performance and the long-term impact of membrane 

fouling. Such insights are difficult to achieve through conventional bench-scale DCMD 

setups. The results obtained from this work can contribute to creating a good basis for 

future studies on the scalability of PS membranes for potential membrane-based 

desalination technologies in the industry. The findings come in line with recent innovative 

wastewater technologies and are largely accountable for the optimization of industrial MD 

processes during the treatment of industrial wastewater. The incorporation of novel types 
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of PS-based membranes could potentially enhance the performance of existing membrane-

based technologies and pave the way for the development of more energy efficient and 

cost-effective membrane distillation processes, which are of paramount importance for 

addressing the global water scarcity issue.  
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 CHAPTER 6: FUTURE WORK 

In light of the increasing demand of freshwater, the treatment of wastewater has 

gained significant attention over the past decade. Wastewater is considered a key resource 

with high potential, rather than just a waste product. The recovery of such valuable 

resources from various forms of wastewater, such as saline wastewater and produced water 

generated from the oil and gas industry, not only decreases operational costs but also 

contributes to achieving zero-discharge goals in different industries. Membrane-based 

processes are promising and sustainable solutions for treating wastewater due to its high 

effectiveness in freshwater generation. It is important to point out that, compared to other 

conventional membrane processes, the DCMD process has the potential to consume much 

less energy, making it an attractive option for industrial wastewater treatment. Yet, fouling 

remains the major challenge in DCMD, especially at pilot-scale.  

Similar to the work covered in this thesis, the majority of MD studies have tested 

the performance of the membranes using either a single component feed or a synthetically 

prepared feed made-up of multiple components. Although simulated feed may be of high 

concentration, it does not involve the actual unknown contaminants existing in real 

industrial wastewater. In fact, if a single contaminant is used, the interactions among ions 

and complex molecules that are present in actual wastewater as well as their interactions 

with the membrane surface could be neglected. In this case, the likelihood of membrane 

fouling and anti-scaling investigations would not reflect real industrial conditions. Hence, 

future studies should aim to reproduce the findings in a pilot unit using the real complex 

nature of industrial wastewater in order to fully achieve accurate and reliable performance 

data.  
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Therefore, future research should be conducted using more realistic operating 

conditions to investigate prevention strategies against fouling. This can be done by tailoring 

the morphology and porous structure of membranes. An interesting topic for future work 

would be to prepare multilayer superhydrophobic membranes consisting of PS/PE by 

electrospinning. Polystyrene fibers can be electrospun onto polyethylene (as the support 

layer) and its effect on the energy performance in DCMD can be investigated. Results can 

then be compared with that obtained from this study and provide a good starting point for 

further analysis and discussion.  

Furthermore, future research should shed the light on the effect of the addition of 

nanoparticles (such as reduced graphene oxide) on the membrane’s wettability and effect 

on its mechanical strength. These combined parameters should be compromised in such a 

way that high desalination performance is maintained. Future work should consider the 

potential impact of nanoparticles on the on mass and heat transfer properties in pilot scale, 

as this effect was not thoroughly explored in the literature.  The outcomes of this research 

indicate significant implications for pilot DCMD technologies in the global petrochemical 

industry, particularly in gulf desalination plants, as it contributes to the production of fresh 

water. Yet, there is much work to be done in developing a membrane that is mechanically 

and structurally as good as commercial membranes fit for use in DCMD. However, through 

the implementation of further research and proper innovative strategies, the chances of 

increasing the technological readiness of DCMD systems, from lab to industry level, can 

be achieved. 
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